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Chapter 1 Introduction

1. Hosting Structure

My internship was conducted within the Network Research Team of the ICube lab-
oratory. The ICube laboratory, created in 2013, currently hosts around 650 members,
working in 16 research teams, whose domains range from fluid dynamics to computer
science. Hosting two distinct scientific communities is one of ICube’s strong suit, as it
allows a strong cooperation and communication between the digital and physical world.
Indeed, being a joint laboratory regrouping four entities (the University of Strasbourg,
the National Center for Scientific Research, the National School for Water Environmen-
tal Engineering and the National Institute of Applied Science), ICube hosts researchers
and experts from a vast array of fields. In addition, ICube houses two well-known plat-
forms, Robotex and FIT, which are respectively dedicated to medical robotics and the
Internet of Things. ICube is a close partner of several other scientific actors, such as
INRIA, the Faculty of Medicine and IRCAD, in addition to perform collaborative work
with almost 200 laboratories worldwide. This allows ICube to be one of the main driving
force for research in Strasbourg. Indeed, the various projects done at ICube lead to 50
patents and over 4,000 publications1 (journals and conferences combined) since its cre-
ation. However, this does not prevent ICube from working closely with industry as a lot
of contracts and partnerships have been developed with over 100 companies, from small
and medium enterprises to international groups (Novartis, Cisco, General Electric...).

While the unifying theme of the laboratory is imaging, the fields of the 16 teams are
quite diversed. These teams compose four different departments:

– Computer Science; working on both applied and fundamental research, rangin from
compilation and proofs in geometry to next generation networks.

– Imaging, robotics, remote sensing and biomedical; working mainly on the develop-
ment of new technologies for healthcare.

– Solid-state electronics, systems and photonics; working mainly on the development
of nano-eletronic and photonic devices as well as renewable energies.

– Mechanics; working mainly on fluid mechanics, geothermal energies and civil engi-
neering.

My internship took place in the Computer Science department, managed by Prof.
Pierre Gançarski, and composed of six teams working on various topics:

– Geometry and Computer Graphics
– Scientific and Parallel Computing
– Complex Systems and Translational Bioinformatics
– IMages, leArning, Geometry and Statistics
– Data Science and Knowledge
– Networks

1https://icube-publis.unistra.fr/
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 1.2. Problem Statement

The Networks Team, which hosted me during my internship, is managed by Prof.
Thomas Noël. It is composed of eight Ph.D. student, one engineer and ten faculty
members. The Network Research Team focuses mainly on two different research topics:

– The Internet of Things, mainly centered around the design and the study of new ef-
ficient protocols and algorithms for the communication between constrained smart
devices.

– Core networks, focusing on the design and the study of algorithms, protocols and
topologies used to exchange data over computer networks.

My internship was related to the latter. During six months, I worked with Dr. Pascal
Mérindol on the design and formalization of OPTIC (Optimal Protection Technique for
Intra-domain Convergence), a new routing architecture database, which aims at predict-
ing BGP convergence upon failure.

2. Problem Statement

With the growing popularity of real-time media and various applications sensitive to
delay and losses, network operators need to ensure increasingly stricter Quality of Service
to comply with the agreed Service Level Agreements (SLA) . Therefore, Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) require their networks to react quickly to events such as failures or
reconfigurations, which often result in an internal logical topology change that may
introduce additional latency or packet loss.

Being dynamic objects by nature, IP networks suffer from frequent topology changes.
These changes, voluntary or not, modify the logical topology of the network and thus
impact intra and inter-domain routing. Indeed, while intra and inter-domain routing
protocols (which ensure connectivity within a network and between multiple networks
respectively) are two distinct entities having different purposes, they are tightly coupled,
and their interaction determines the path followed by the outgoing traffic. This depen-
dence creates a complex dynamic between the two protocols which may, upon internal
failures or changes, temporarily hinder the forwarding of the transiting traffic and result
in long-lasting consequences, i.e., packet loss or SLA violations until routing protocols
finds the new best route. This update may be quite long (up to several minutes), due to
forwarding information base architectures that do not handle inter-protocols interactions
efficiently and that may be unadapted for the amount of information that inter-domain
routing protocols need to store.

While current solutions succeed at mitigating the loss of packets upon topology
changes , they do not always guarantee protection against every possible failure, neither
the optimality of the backup path they switch to. Consequently, transiting traffic may
still suffer from losses upon some events, or go through a non-optimal route, potentially
leading to congestions or SLA violation due to increased delay or lowered bandwidth.
Besides, by switching to non-optimal routes, these solutions use temporary backup paths,
meaning that the path is bound to change again later upon convergence, disrupting the
associated flows.

The objective of this work is to clearly identify current flaws in the standard for-
warding information base architecture and associated solutions, while designing a new
technique whose main goal is to predict BGP convergence upon failure. This new ar-
chitecture should mitigate the effect of intra and inter-domain routing dependence, and
therefore allow to immediately switch to the new best path upon any internal failure
while bypassing the long and tedious BGP decision process [18]. In the following chap-
ters, we formalize and prove OPTIC, before analyzing its complexity.

2



3. Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the different routing protocols,
focusing on BGP, as well as the different iBGP architectures and the associated problems
that may ensue, in order to introduce the networking context of the issues OPTIC aims
to solve. Chapter 3 introduces our personalized formal model we will be using to describe
existing technologies as well as OPTIC. We will show in detail the negative impact of
BGP-IGP interactions and the issues of the current solutions. Our contributions start
at Chapter 4, where we describe our method, OPTIC. We then formalize and prove
the algorithms and data structures that will be used to ensure that we can predict the
post-convergence route choice upon any internal failure. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes
this thesis by summarizing the contributions and describing possible future works.

A glossary (page 61) as well as the nomenclature and a simplified sum-
mary of the theorems, lemmas, properties and definitions (Appendix A) used
are available at the end of this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Context: Routing Protocols

When packets go through a network, we usually want them to follow the best possible
path towards their destination. The process of selection of these best paths is called
routing and is performed by devices called routers. Routers compute the best paths
and store the information in two dedicated information bases: the Routing Information
Base (RIB), which contains all routing information, and the Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) which contains only the necessary information to forward traffic. While it is
possible to populate these bases manually, by performing static routing, routers usually
exchange the necessary information through routing protocols to populate their FIB and
RIB.

Routing protocols allow routers to exchange reachability information in order to
learn routes towards destinations. Routes exchange routing information, which they use
to select the best route. To do so, routers exchange signatures, which describe the paths
of the underlying network. Each router shares its own view of the network with its
neighbors, such that this information is known throughout the network.

Within the same network, reachability between machines is maintained thanks to
intra-domain routing protocols. However, the Internet being composed of a multitude of
networks, these latter have in turn to be interconnected with one another. The routing
information necessary to maintain this interconnection is exchanged via inter-domain
routing protocols. In both cases, upon the reception of new routing information, routing
algorithms are run to find the best route, or path, towards each destination. Routing
protocols rely on routing algebras [12] allowing them to perform operations on the set
"Σ" of path signatures they exchanged. Namely, the two main operations needed are the
ability to compare and extract the best element (⊕) between two elements of Σ (i.e., the
paths’ signatures) and to combine (⊗) them (i.e, extend the path by adding an edge). In
addition, the operators ≺ and ≻ are used to compare paths, i.e, α1⊕α2 = α1 if α1 ≺ α2.
The notion of best path may vary: it may be the path minimizing the distance between
to nodes, the delay, the latency, or any other metric. Consequently, the operations lying
behind ⊕, ⊗, ≺ and ≻ change depending on the protocol they describe.

The exchange of signatures is done through the control-plane, which is in charge of
constructing a map of the network, while the handling of the traffic itself is done by
the data-plane. The interaction between the two planes theoretically ensures optimal
packet forwarding. While several different intra-domain routing protocols are used in
the Internet, the de-facto standard inter-domain routing protocol is the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP).

1. Interior Gateway Protocols

Different intra-domain routing protocols exist and can be used to ensure the con-
nectivity between machines within the same network. These protocols may be classified
into two categories: distance-vector protocols and link-state protocols. To compute the
best paths, routing protocols use an abstract representation of the network, where nodes
represent routers and links represent the respective adjacencies. IGPs are fairly simple
protocols, as their main goal is to minimize the sum of the weight of the links used to

5



Chapter 2 – Context: Routing Protocols 2.1. Interior Gateway Protocols
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Figure 1: Distributivity of ⊗ over ⊕ in IGPs, with σ ≺ τ

reach a node. The weight of a link can be described as a scalar or vector which represent a
metric, such as the strength of the connection, the cost of using the link, the bandwidth,
delay and so on. These weights can be assigned automatically or statically. Therefore,
when used to described IGPs, ⊗ can be seen as a simple addition (adding the weight of
the new edge to the weight of the path), and ⊕ as a min operation (choosing the path
with the minimal weight). Similarly, ≺ and ≻ are equivalent to the scalar comparison
operator <,>, as we simply compare the weight of two paths.

IGPs rely on a simple monotone routing algebra. In particular, this algebra allows
the distributivity of ⊗ (combination) over ⊕ (comparison):

distributivity: ∀(σ, τ, λ) ∈ Σ3 : λ⊗ (σ ⊕ τ) = (λ⊗ σ)⊕ (λ⊗ τ)

This distributivity makes the result of ⊕ to be identical before and after any edge
of the graph. In practice, this property allows to create a total global order between
every routes across all routers. As all routing information is shared and coherent across
devices, IGPs allow each node to use the global optimal route to a given destination:
ever router can use its most preferred path. In this thesis, we will use α when referring
to an intra-domain path. Since an intra-domain path is only characterized by its weight,
α may equivalently refer to the path itself or its weight. So, for two distinct paths α1

and α2 to a given destination, such that α1 ≺ α2,the result α1 ⊕ α2 = α1 will be the
same at any given node of the network.

This property is illustrated in Figure 1: computing the path choice directly at a
would give the same result as performing b’s choice first, then adding λ: a does not have
to take b’s choice into account when computing its best path towards c. Consequently, if
a’s best path towards c goes through b and σ, then b’s best path to c has to go through
σ as well. This global coherence induced by the distributivity property allows IGPs to
be fairly resilient to convergence problems.

Despite routing protocol usually relying on a weighted graph to perform the compu-
tation of best paths, this does not mean that all nodes have a complete view of their
network. For example, distance-vector protocols rely solely on the knowledge of the
distances between one router and the others, while link-state protocols allow routers to
create a more or less complete logical map of the network.

1.1 Distance-vector protocols

Nodes running distance-vector protocols know of how far they are from a given destina-
tion by maintaining an array of distances (usually the number of hops) from themselves
to each destination. Thus, nodes possess a local view of the network, which only allows
them to know which neighbor is the closest to another node, thanks to the associated
distance. This array is sent to immediate neighbors periodically and when a failure oc-
curs, in order for every node in the network to maintain an up-to-date database of these

6



Chapter 2 – Context: Routing Protocols 2.1. Interior Gateway Protocols

distances. Distance-vector protocols, such as the well-known Routing Information Pro-
tocol [20] (RIP), usually compute the best path to each destination using a distributed
variant of the Belmann-Ford algorithm.

Distance-vector protocols suffer from a number of issues. Namely, the Belmann-Ford
algorithm does not prevent routing loops. This family of protocols is also subject to
high convergence time when used on large networks. In addition, simple versions of
distance-vector protocols chose their route solely based on the number of hops without
taking into account latency or other metrics reflecting the actual quality of a given path,
meaning that for two given paths α1 and α2, α1 ≺ α2 if the number of hops in α1 is
inferior to the number of hops in α2. Finally, the fact that each node only possesses a
local view of its network creates some issues, such as the count-to-infinity problem. In
practice, these protocols are depreciated and the use of link-state routing protocols is
vastly preferred.

1.2 Link-state protocols

Nodes running a link-state protocol flood the states of their links not only to their
immediate neighbors, but through the entire network. This flooding allows nodes to
construct and maintain a map of the network in the form of a weighted graph. Routers
running link-state protocols use the Dijkstra algorithm on the graph they constructed
to compute the shortest path to each destination and populate their routing table. The
weight of the edges may represent different metrics, such as latency or bandwidth, and is
used to compare the different edges when computing the best paths. In such protocols,
α1 ≺ α2 = α1 if the sum of the weight of the links composing α1 is inferior to the sum
of the weight of the links composing α2. The best-known link-state protocols are Open
Shortest Path First [21] (OSPF) and Intermediate System to Intermediate System [23]
(IS-IS).

While link-state protocols require more memory and processor power than distance-
vector protocols, these protocols scale better and, thanks to the routers’ global knowl-
edge, are less susceptible to routing loops. However, since nodes might process updates
at different times, their view of the network might differ. As a result, forwarding loops
may occur until all nodes fully process their updates and share the same logical repre-
sentation of the network again. Consequently, the correctness of such protocols relies on
the fact that each node share the same coherent view of the network.

Both families of protocols belong, as stated above, to the intra-domain routing pro-
tocols. They allow a single network to achieve connectivity between every of its node.
Inter-domain protocols, on the other hand, are used to interconnect these networks.

1.3 Fast ReRouting

Although standard intra-domain routing protocols tend to converge quickly [8], the emer-
gence of low latency requirements for real-time applications, such as Voice over IP, trans-
lated into a need for even faster re-routing upon failure. A failure, once detected, triggers
a reaction within the control plane and the re-computation of the shortest paths. To-
gether, the detection and re-computation may create a delay too long for some sensitive
applications during which packets are dropped . Some methods to mitigate such effects
involve re-using still up-to-date knowledge of the network to perform only a partial re-
computation of the best paths. However, most techniques, and in particular the ones
that are going to be explained in this section, rely on pre-computed back up paths.
These methods, referred to as Fast ReRoute mechanisms (FRR) allow to achieve a
faster recovery time.

7



Chapter 2 – Context: Routing Protocols 2.1. Interior Gateway Protocols
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Figure 2: LFA and RLFA illustrated. Node s, in figure 2a, uses a directly connected
LFA to each d, while it uses k ’s LFA (n) in figure 2b as no direct neighbors satisfy the
LFA inequalities.

MPLS FRR mechanisms [24] are based on providing a backup tunnel either to create a
new end-to-end path or to bypass a link or node which failed. To be able to react quickly,
backup paths usually originate from the node immediately adjacent to the failure (i.e.,
the first router being aware of the failure) and merges back with the primary path later
downstream. Since this decision is taken locally by the node next to the failure, the time
take by the node to react is around the tens of milliseconds [28]. Once the detour is set
up, the first node of the tunnel may redirect the traffic through a different tunnel at a
later time. Backup paths may be computed by each node to predict the failure of each
directly connected neighbor, adjacent link, or both.

IPFRR [28] does not require the network to use a tunneling protocol in order to
work. Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) can be considered an IPFRR technique, as it
allows traffic to use other paths of equal cost upon a failure. ECMP is an extension to
IGPs that allows the simultaneous use of multiple best paths sharing the same distance
towards a destination. It is also widely used for load balancing. The best-known IP
protection technique are loop-free alternates (LFAs) [1], which aim at delivering loop-
free rerouting alternative path by using a pre-computed alternate next-hop when needed.
A loop-free alternate of a router s towards a destination d can be described as a direct
neighbor k whose best path towards d does not go back through s, such that no loops
arise when the traffic is rerouted. Figure 2a gives an example of an LFA. A loop-free
alternate can be formally described as a neighbor that satisfies the following condition:
cost(k, d) < cost(k, s)+cost(s, d), which ensures that no shortest path from the alternate
node k to d goes through the failed component s. For example, in Figure 2a, we can see
that k verifies 8 < 8 + 10, and is thus an LFA for s towards d.

While ECMP and LFA allow to protect about 80% of failure cases in real-world
IGP networks [28], some topologies may not allow for LFAs to exist. However, other
mechanisms, such as Uturn Alternates may be used instead. U-turn Alternates aims at
extending the protection coverage by looking for LFAs one hop further. Thus, a node
s uses k as an Uturn alternate if k has itself an LFA protecting s for a destination d.
Note that since s does not have any LFA, k does not satisfy the equation presented
above and uses s as a primary next-hop towards d. Consequently, a mechanism should
be implemented for k to recognize the traffic that needs to be sent to s’ LFA, either
by modifying the packets’ header or by detecting rerouted traffic. Uturn alternates
thus allow routers to bypass failed link by using LFAs that are not directly connected
neighbors, but one hop further.

8



Chapter 2 – Context: Routing Protocols 2.2. Border Gateway Protocol

The range of the LFA mechanisms may be extended even further thanks to Remote
LFA [3] (RLFA). RFLA extends LFAs by allowing a router to find a LFA which is not
directly connected, by setting up a virtual link to this remote LFA via a tunnel. The
remote LFA, called a staging point, is selected so that, with no additional failure, the
traffic will travel to the destination via normal forwarding paths without looping back.

Figure 2b shows an example of a remote loop-free alternate. Indeed, we can see that
the standard path used by k to reach d does not go through s, meaning that k is a
suitable RLFA for s to d. These LFA can be reached through IP-in-IP [29] tunnels or
MPLS tunnels if available. Remote LFA allows LFA principles to work in topologies
where some nodes may not have any neighbor that can be elected as LFAs. While some
other FRR mechanisms may be used, such as Not-via Address [4], FIFR [22], or MRT-
FRR [5], the most widely used techniques remain RLFA, LFA and MPLS FRR. While
RLFA may protect an entire network when the links’ weight are symmetric, it is not the
case with asymmetric weights. However, recent solutions that use Segment Routing [7]
allow to provide complete protection from internal failures by establishing repair paths
easily, whatever the topology [19].

These solutions are able to reduce the recovery time upon failure within the domain
by reacting more quickly that the IGP control plane. However, internal failures may
have an effect at a larger scale and impact the inter-domain routing protocols, as the
two are often tightly coupled. These types of failures are often the cause of long-lasting
connectivity loss.

2. Border Gateway Protocol

The Border Gateway Protocol [25] (BGP) is the standard de-facto inter-domain
routing protocol. BGP, being a path vector protocol, does not fall in either of the cate-
gories described in section 1. Path vector protocols rely on the path information itself to
chose the best path. Indeed, using standard metric does not make sense for inter-domain
routing, as going through some domain may be economically more interesting than going
through others, creating the need to study the whole path to make a routing decision.
Moreover, path vector protocols guarantee loop-free paths. Indeed, as the path taken
by advertisements is accumulated at each node and carried within the message, making
it easy for a node to prevent routing loops by checking of it already appears within the
path description. BGP does not completely satisfy the criteria of path-vector, partic-
ularly since routing information may be hidden to neighboring AS due to economical
relationships but is still usually considered within this family of protocols. While some
alternatives such as EGP or EIGRP exist, they are either obsolete or proprietary and
thus not widely used. BGP allows different routing domains, known as Autonomous
Systems (AS), to exchange routes between one another. Currently, the Internet counts
with more than 60000 AS [30].

In practice, AS are identified by an Autonomous System Number (ASN). Border
routers (ASBR) of an AS exchange information with the ASBRs of the neighboring
AS. Routers that run BGP are referred to as BGP speakers. When exchanging the route
towards a given prefix, an ABSR adds the ASN of its AS to the as-path attribute of
the advertisement. In addition to preventing loops, the as-path is one of the several
path attributes taken into account when choosing the best path towards a destination. In
turn, the routes learned by an ASBR from a neighboring AS also have to be advertised
to the BGP-aware routers within the same AS, to ensure that each ASBR from the
same AS knows routes for all destination. Information exchange between AS is assured
by external BGP (eBGP). More precisely, eBGP allows to send the best route for a
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Figure 3: hierarchical relationships between AS

destination to the neighboring AS. In turn, a BGP router will send its best route, and
only its best route, to each destination to its peers from the same AS via internal BGP
(iBGP). Since a router does not advertise a route learned via iBGP to another iBGP
peer, iBGP routers are usually interconnected through a full-mesh to ensure the proper
propagation, or dissemination, of routing information within the AS. The iBGP logical
topology does not need to follow the physical one.

AS can be classified into several classes:

– Stub AS exclusively forward traffic originated from or destined to themselves;
– Transit AS may forward traffic from their client, but are themselves clients of other

AS;
– Tier-1 AS do not purchase transit service from any other AS.

To achieve full connectivity, AS may purchase transit service from a provider, or establish
peering relationships with neighboring AS, allowing a theoretically free exchange of traffic
between both AS In BGP, economical relationships are a key factor influencing the best
route decision process.

2.1 AS relationships

While the best path is globally imposed by the weights of the link of the logical topology
when using a link-state protocol, the best BGP route is elected according to a collection
of characteristics which can be locally created and exchanged by each node. Indeed,
BGP extends the scalar used to compare paths in IGPs to a vector by adding a list
β of attributes. These attributes, are in turn used to choose the best route towards a
destination. Therefore, Path vector protocols such as BGP allow operators to create their
own exchange policy, making them very flexible and especially suited for inter-domain
routing where economical relationships create complex dynamics.

Indeed, these relations creates a hierarchical structure within the Internet. An AS can
have peers, customers and providers. Stubs AS may also be clients of transit AS which
may be clients of Tier-1 AS. These customer-provider relationships are to be distin-
guished from peer-to-peer relationships, which link AS having usually comparable sizes.
While customer-provider relationships involve a pricing model where the customer pays
a bigger AS to access the Internet, it is mutually advantageous for peers to exchange each
other’s traffic. This hierarchical organization is illustrated in Figure 3. The exchange
of routes done between each AS depends on their theoretically follows the Gao-Rexford
policies [9]:

– An AS should export its routes and the routes of its customers to providers, but
should not export the routes learned from a peer or another provider
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Figure 4: Routing information base of a BGP router

– An AS should export all of its routes to its customers or siblings.
– An AS should prefer the route learned from its clients over the routes learned from

a peer, and should choose the routes learned from its providers if no other options
are left.

These rules translate what is called the valley-free property: after going through a
customer-to-provider or peer-to-peer link, the traffic should not go through a customer-
to-provider or peer-to-peer link again. In other words, once the traffic has gone up one
level in the hierarchy, it may either stay at the same level for one step only or go back
down, hence the name. These rules makes sense economically: in Figure 3, if AS D
export routes learned from its provider AS A to its peer AS E, AS E might use this
route, making AS D pay for the traffic. However, there is no obligation for an AS to
follow these rules.

The announcement of routes to other BGP speakers are done through several different
type of messages.

– OPEN messages are sent to establish the connection between two BGP speakers;
– KEEPALIVE messages are sent to ensure that the BGP speaker is still reachable;
– NOTIFICATION messages are sent to notify another BGP speaker of an error;
– UPDATE messages are used to exchange information with another AS. UPDATE

messages are also used to WITHDRAW routes.

To save bandwidth and processing power, BGP uses incremental updates. Once com-
plete routing information is sent during the initial exchange, BGP speakers exchange only
the changes made to that information. The UPDATE messages contain the destination
prefix, along with attributes bound to the route towards these prefix. As mentioned
earlier, these attributes are used to select the best possible routes.

2.2 BGP route selection

BGP speakers store all of their routing information in their Routing Information Base
(RIB). The way information is stored and exported is illustrated in Figure 4. Routes
learned from other AS are stored in the Adj-RIB-In. These routes are then filtered
according to import policies and only valid routes are kept. Import policies may, for
example, dictate to reject prefixes above a certain length. Routes that were not filtered
out are stored in the Loc-RIB. Adj-RIB-Outs contain the routes that will be sent to BGP
peers, and which were not filtered out by export policies. There is one Adj-RIB-In and
one Adj-RIB-Out per eBGP session, as the exported and imported routes and policies
might differ depending on the AS it originated from or the AS they will be sent to.
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Step Criterion

1 Highest local-pref LP (economical relationships)
2 Shortest as-path AS
3 Lowest origin (IGP or EGP over unknown)
4 Lowest MED (cold potato routing)
5 Prefer routes learned via eBGP over iBGP
6 Lowest IGP cost I (hot potato routing)
7 Lowest router-id rid (arbitrary tie-break)

Figure 5: Steps of the BGP decision process

As an AS can receive multiple routes to the same destination that respect the import
policies (for example, routes originated from different AS), the Loc-RIB might contain
several routes towards the same prefix. The BGP attributes are then used to rank the
routes. The way routes are usually ranked is illustrated in Figure 5. Each criterion
comes into play whenever paths could not be differentiated thanks to the previous one.
The comparison between BGP paths can thus be seen as a lexicographical comparison
of the paths’ BGP attributes. Therefore, the ⊕, ≺

I
and ≻

I
operator can here be seen

as a min operation applied on vectors lexicographically, and lexicographical comparison
operators. However, the extension (⊗) done by BGP is quite more complex than its IGP
counterpart. Indeed, paths may be filtered out or have their attributes changed upon
extension to reflect policies and local preference. Consequently, the result of r1⊗r2 when
extending BGP routes depends on more factor than the routes’ characteristics, such as
local policies or preferences which allow to rank the extended new route at any given
position and thus influence the selection of the best route.

This route selection is referred to as the BGP decision process. In practice, the last
attributes are here to ensure that no two routes can be ranked equal at the end of the
decision process. We refer to such kind of attributes as Tie-Break. In this report,
we represent BGP routes as an triplet containing a destination ra, a gateway rg and, in
particular, a vector of attributes ra, defined as

ra = (ra[0], ..., ra[7]) =

(local-pref,as-path,origin,MED,eBGP,IGP-cost,Tie-Break)

For readability purposes, we use the following notation:

ra = (ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[O], ra[M ], ra[EBGP ], ra[I], ra[TB])

The ≺ and ≻ operators we used in earlier sections to compare paths are equiva-
lent, when used to compare valid BGP routes , to lexicographical comparison opera-
tors. Thusly, for two routes r′ and r′′ characterized by their vectors of attributes r′a =
(r′a[LP ], r′a[AS], ..., r

′
a[TB]) and r′′a = (r′′a[LP ], r′′a[AS], ..., r

′′
a[TB]) respectively, r′a ≺ r′′a if,

with i the first index where r′a[i] and r′′a[i] differ, r′a[i] < r′′a[i]. Simply put, ≺ allows us
to compare BGP routes the same way the BGP decision process does. For example, for
two routes r′a = (1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 10, 1) and r′′a = (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 4), r′a ≺ r′′a.

The local-pref attribute, being the highest on the list, is used to override the
rest of the BGP decision process. It may be used to enforce economical relationships, for
example, to prefer routes learned from clients. The as-path attribute is used to choose
the route going through the less number of AS. The Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED)
is set by the external BGP peer to indicate the preferred point of entry into its AS.
The MED is only used to compare routes that originate from the same AS. As a result,
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Figure 6: Loss of Distributivity of ⊗ over ⊕ in BGP

the MED may break the total order between BGP routes and lead to anomalies such as
MED oscillation [26]. The IGP metric allows to prefer the route having the egress router
(i.e., the gateway through which the traffic will leave the AS) with the lowest IGP cost.
This rule is referred to as hot-potato routing, as its main point is to pass the traffic onto
another AS as quickly as possible.

While some attributes such as local-pref and as-path are related only to inter-domain
routing, some result from intra-domain routing, such as the IGP distance towards the
gateway. Consequently, we can see the vector of attribute describing a BGP route as
a composition ra = β ◦ α, with β representing inter-domain routing related attributes
and α an IGP-related attribute α. Although β does not change across the routers being
aware of the route within the same AS, α changes depending on the IGP distance of the
router processing the route from the advertising gateway.

Once the best paths are selected, their associated next hops are resolved and the
outgoing interface that should be used to reach them is computed. The next hop infor-
mation and associated interface identifier is stored in the Forwarding Information Base
(FIB). The best route for each prefix is then retransmitted to BGP peers. The complex
route ranking process and the fact that incoming and outgoing advertisements may be
filtered out adds a layer of complexity to BGP. In particular, the distributivity of ⊗ over
⊕ evoked in section 1 does not necessarily hold true in BGP.

While IGPs manage to make each node reach a global optimal decision for each route,
BGP allows each node to chose a local optimal path according to their own ranking and
routing information, which may differ from their neighbors’. In other words, while a
local optimal path is part of a global optimal path in IGPs, this is not true in BGP as
the notion of global optimal path is lost. As can be seen on Figure 6, the loss of the
distributivity property is due to the fact that there is no global ranking of BGP routes, in
addition to the fact that route information may be hidden to other nodes. For example,
as B prefers τ , A will have to chose τ as it is the only path that B will advertise, even
though A would prefer λ⊗ σ.

This loss of global coherence may also be equivalently described by the loss of the
isotonicity property [31] using the aforementioned ≺ operator:

isotonicity: ∀(σ, τ, λ) ∈ Σ3 : σ ≺ τ =⇒ (λ⊗ σ) ≺ (λ⊗ τ)

Isotonicity implies that a node cannot make the opposite choice of its neighbor when
comparing two routes. With an non-isotonic algebra, it is possible that τ ≺ σ but
(λ ⊗ σ) ≺ (λ ⊗ τ) hold true. For example, (λ ⊗ τ) might even be forbidden for some
nodes because of policies. Consequently, the preferred paths of some nodes may be fil-
tered out by their neighbors. The fact that nodes chose and filter routes following an
egocentric behavior induces the loss of global coherence, leading so to potential conver-
gence problems within BGP.
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Figure 7: Two gadgets showing BGP convergence issues

This was formalized by Griffin et al. [11]. The formalization proposed models that
allow to represent convergence problem in BGP as an undirected graph, whose nodes
represent the different AS, and the links the peering BGP relationships between them.
Each AS has a list of routes to the AS S ranked in order of preference. Iteratively, a
subset of AS applies its import rules, chooses its best available route accordingly, and
exports it to other AS. This process is executed during the activation of the subset
of nodes. The subset of nodes being activated might replace their current path with a
higher-ranked one, or a lower-ranked one if the activation of another node made them lose
their current preferred path. The system represented may follow two different behaviors.
The system may converge, in which case routers cannot improve their routes no matter
the subset of nodes being activated. In this case, the system is said to have a stable
state: each node found the best possible choice within its options for the given scenario.
The system might also diverge, meaning that routers will keep changing their best routes
forever. Figure 7a shows an example of the latter case, called the DISAGREE GADGET.

The DISAGREE GADGET is especially interesting as it possesses two stable states.
Either node A chose the direct route to S, and B will thus have to go through A to go
to S, or the other way around, depending on the activation sequence. These solutions
assume that the two nodes are activated at different times, such that one of them has to
choose its least preferred path. However, while two stable states exist for DISAGREE,
it is possible for this gadget not to converge. Figure 7b shows the activation sequence
leading to this unstable state. In this case, both nodes A and B chose their least preferred
route at the same time, and exchange it with one another. Upon learning the choice
of their neighbor, the nodes change their path in order to use their most preferred one,
i.e. the indirect path towards S. Doing so, they prevent their neighbor to chose its most
preferred path, leading them to change their direct path towards S once again. This
oscillation might continue indefinitely.

While DISAGREE can converge (in fact, as nodes are usually not perfectly synchro-
nized in practice, a DISAGREE-like scenario would have a high probability of reaching a
stable state), some gadgets do not possess any stable solution. Figure 7c shows such an
example, called BAD GADGET. In this gadget, each node A, B and C prefers the route
going through their clockwise neighbor. The first set of nodes being activated will choose
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the direct path towards S, being the only path available to them originally. By doing
so, these nodes allow their counter-clockwise neighbor to go through them to reach the
central node. The node being allowed to chose this indirect path will prevent its neighbor
to use it as a transit AS forcing it to chose the direct path. We can see that this cycle
will repeat forever, as each time a new node will be forced to chose the direct path.

Note that we can see that these convergence problems are due to the loss of the
isotonicity property. Indeed, the preference of each node in this bad gadget creates a
non-isotonic routing algebra, as shown explicitly by the equalities in Figure 7c. While
C prefers the path CBS over CS, A prefers ACS over ACBS: A makes the opposite
choice of its neighbor C after the local processing of the routes. This can also be shown
with DISAGREE. Indeed, in this gadget, illustrated by Figure 7a, both BS ≻ BAS
and ABS ≺ ABAS ≡ (AB ⊗ BS) ≺ (AB ⊗ BAS) hold true, making the associated
algebra non-isotone. While the inequality ABS ≺ ABAS is not explicitly stated in
the gadget, any route that is not present in the lists is filtered out and thus considered
worse that any route that is in the lists. In the DISAGREE case, these filters manage to
prevent dataplane loops, as routes that go back to the origin node (such as ABAS in
our equalities or BABS) are filtered out.

While there exist several instances of the sort highlighting BGP convergence prob-
lems, it has been shown that BGP converge if the guidelines explained in section 2.1 are
followed [9]. More precisely, a BGP converges on a given topology if no dispute wheel [10]
(a structure representing a circular set of dependencies between routing policies) can be
extracted from the associated SPP. Policies that are Gao-Rexford compliant do not form
any dispute wheel. When applied thanks to filters and preferences, these rules create an
isotone routing algebra. However, convergence problems might happen within the same
AS, if complex iBGP topologies are used.

2.3 iBGP architectures

Since economical relationships have no reason to exist within an AS, iBGP networks do
not necessarily need to follow a hierarchical structure. However, it must be noted that
iBGP routers do not re-advertise routes learned via iBGP peers to other iBGP peers.
This simple rule allows to prevent routing information loops between iBGP peers. As a
result, by default, iBGP requires a full-mesh between iBGP speakers in order to allow
information to be distributed across all peers. This requirement makes the configuration
of an iBGP network complex, and forces each router to maintain n(n−1)

2
sessions. As the

size of networks grew along with the amount of routing information being exchanged,
the need for a new way to distribute routes among BGP peer leveraging this full-mesh
condition arose.

One of such solution was BGP confederations [33]. BGP confederations are used to
subdivide an AS. These sub-ASes have to be fully meshed. However, the number of
peerings between sub-AS themselves has no such condition, reducing so the number of
needed iBGP sessions. Nevertheless, the configuration process of BGP confederations
is complex, making them far less popular than their more simple counterpart, route
reflectors. Route reflectors [2] are a new kind of BGP speaker. Contrarily to standard
BGP routers, route reflectors can re-distribute routes learned from iBGP peers. Thus,
BGP routers may only peer with this central point, which centralizes and re-distributes
routes learned from other BGP routers. Route reflectors thus allow to drastically reduce
the number of needed iBGP session.

Introducing only one route reflector within an AS creates a single point of failure,
as this kind of BGP speaker has a central role in the route distribution. To prevent
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critical failures, several route reflectors can co-exist within the same AS. As well as
providing redundancy, having several route reflectors within a single network allows to
create a hierarchical iBGP topology. In such a kind of network, route reflectors have
two kinds of peers: clients (e.g., a standard BGP speaker), and non-clients (e.g., another
route reflector). Upon the reception of a route from a non-client peer, a route reflector
redistributes the said route to all of its clients. If the route is received from a client, it is
redistributed to clients and non-clients. A route reflector and its clients form a cluster.
As do standard iBGP routers, route reflectors only forwards their best routes to their
clients. While route reflection is a way to solve the scalability problem of iBGP, there
are some caveats to these methods. In particular route reflection may also reduce path
diversity, making routers adopt sub-optimal routes due to incomplete FIBs( [36], [34])
or induce forwarding loops [27] and route oscillation. As stated above, the chosen route
might not be optimal for clients within the cluster, as it depends on the logical position
of the route reflector. Indeed, for a given vector of attribute β ◦ α, as α might defer
from router to router, a client of the cluster might not have chosen the same route as
the route reflector of its cluster. While some solutions, such as BGP free cores thanks
to tunneling techniques or BGP route propagation rules [13] mitigate some anomalies,
they remain a possibility in most standard iBGP topologies.

Figure 8 illustrates both of these problems. Let us consider the rightmost cluster.
Both c and d receive an advertisement for the prefix p. The router b receives this route
from c, a peer route reflector, and from d, a client. From the point of view of b, assuming
all other attributes are equal, the route learned from c is better, as the IGP cost towards
the egress point is lower than the IGP cost towards d, leading to (rc = β◦1) ≺ (rd = β◦2)
. Thusly, b will re-advertise rc, and rc only, to its clients. Due to this behavior, e, which
only received the route towards p from its route reflector b, will go through c to reach p,
while the node e would have chosen the route learned from d had the iBGP network been
fully-meshed. Indeed, if e had received an advertisement from d towards p, the advertised
route would have been equal to rd = β ◦ 1, while the route advertised by c would have
been equal to rc = β◦2 from e’s IGP point of view. In addition, since b learned this route
from a route reflector, it will not re-advertise it to other route reflectors. Consequently,
a will not be able to reach p.
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This route visibility problem can be mitigated thanks to BGP-Addpath [35]. BGP-
Addpath is a solution which aims at preventing what is referred to as implicit with-
drawals: an advertisement of a route with better attributes that replaces the previous
route. BGP-Addpath allows to advertise multiple paths for the same destination. This,
in turn, allows faster re-convergence, as an alternative path is available upon failure
(though this path might neither be the best one nor still be reachable). Different policies
are available in BGP-Addpath, allowing for example to advertise all the known paths
towards a destination, or the N best paths. In addition to reducing convergence time,
BGP-Addpath also allows to reduce the chances of suboptimal routing, as routers can
make their own best choices instead of having to submit to their peers’ choices. It also
allows to reduce the chances of anomalies related to local preferences.

Another way of reducing the complexity of an iBGP network while still allowing the
distribution of routes within the AS is to use route servers. Route servers [16] store all the
route information available and forward it to all the nodes in its cluster. By forwarding
the update as-is, without deciding of route suitability for its clients, a route server allows
to maintain path optimality within its cluster (according to the BGP decision process),
at the cost of heavy update exchanges.

2.4 BGP Fast ReRouting

As mentioned in section 1.3, the usage of applications requiring low latency created the
need for fast rerouting techniques allowing to restore connectivity in tens of milliseconds.
However, while these techniques were focused on restoring connectivity after an internal
failure, such problems also occur at the inter-domain scale. While BGP may suffer from
slow reaction time due to its FIB update time, other factors slow down the convergence of
BGP. Namely, the control plane messages have first to be processed and propagated from
node to node, and are often delayed by timers to prevent overreactions. Such failures may
be the cause of several minutes of packet loss [18]. Therefore, the convergence time of
BGP may be divided into two delays: the propagation delay, and the update delay. The
propagation delay is the result of the propagation time of BGP control plane messages.
The update delay is the result of the re-computation of the paths once the failure was
detected. Thus, the further the failure is, the longer an AS will have to wait before
being aware of it, as it will have to wait for AS on the path to process and relay the
information. The solutions in these sections aim to reduce both delays by checking for
data-plane hints to anticipate control-plan message and relying on pre-computed backup
paths to bypass the computation of new paths

Various methods exist to mitigate the effect of slow BGP convergence upon remote
outages. These methods are usually based on either predicting an outage thanks to the
data plane or using the BGP control plane to guess the full scope of a remote failure.
While another solution could be to reduce BGP convergence time, the propagation delay
of BGP makes it unlikely for convergence to be achieved in a time that is viable for real-
time applications, even if it were to be improved.

R-BGP [17], for example, aims at protecting the data from the effect of outages
while BGP converges. To do so, R-BGP is based around the pre-computation of fail-
over paths, which are then advertised to the BGP peers. The main goal of R-BGP is
to eliminate packet loss during BGP convergence, and allowing an ISP to protect itself
and its customer even if no other ISP cooperates. Using R-BGP, an AS will advertise
one fail-over path per destination to the next domain along the primary path to the said
destination d. Normally, following the rules explained in section 2.1, an AS does not
advertise a route towards d to their next-hop towards d, as, by doing so, they might offer
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a path to d to their provider. However, here, the goal is to detect quickly an outage
which renders the route unusable. When the client receives back packets destined to
d from the next-hop interface of their primary path towards d, it knows that its next-
hop lost its route towards d. Thanks to this data-plane clue induced back the fail-over
path advertisement, the client knows that it should traffic through the fail-over path it
advertised. An AS may want to advertise a fail-over to its next-hop to ensure that the
next-hop does not drop the traffic upon failure. As an example, Figure 9 shows how R-
BGP allows to reduce the loss of connectivity upon a remote outage. Thanks to R-BGP,
B advertised a fail-over path B A C to D. Usually, the traffic from B,E towards C goes
through D. However, once the link failure between D and C occurs, the traffic is able to
be directly redirected through B. Upon the reception of transit traffic to C, B can infer
the failure, and use its backup path to reach C without suffering any losses.

Similarly, Blink [14] is another solution which uses data-plane clues to bypass the
R-BGP control-plane convergence to react to remote R-BGP failures. This data-driven
convergence allows to react a lot quicker to remote failures, thus reducing the induced
packet loss. To do so, Blink monitors TCP flows to detect hint of remote failures. To
reduce the number of flows to track, only the active flows destined towards the most
popular destination prefixes are monitored. Monitored flows are periodically replaced on
the fly if they become inactive. To detect remote failure, Blink takes advantage of TCP
retransmissions. Indeed, upon a failure, when packets are lost, TCP will retransmit data
packets that were not acknowledged. A unacknowledged packet sent at time t will be
retransmitted several times up until its acknowledgement. These retransmissions are de-
layed further and further in time, following an exponential backoff. For example, a packet
sent at t may be retransmitted at t + 300ms, t + 600ms, t + 1400ms. This mechanism
creates waves of retransmissions. Blink detects those waves of retransmissions on several
destinations to detect remote outages. Upon detection, Blink uses pre-computed backup
paths to redirect the impacted flows. In practice, Blink sends flows to each backup path
to check which path remains unaffected and will be able to restore connectivity.

As mentioned earlier, some methods, such as Swift [15], uses the BGP control plane
to reduce the reaction time upon failure. To do so, Swift uses only a fraction of the BGP
control messages received after a failure to predict the localization of the outage and the
complete set of affected prefixes. Indeed, while the propagation of route withdrawals
is slow, these messages may be sent one at a time, prolonging so the time needed to
know the full extent of a remote failure. By predicting the set of prefixes affected by an
outage, one can prevent a substantial amount of traffic loss. Swift feeds both explicit and
implicit information carried by BGP control-plane messages to an inference algorithm,
which in turn tries to localize the failure and to predict the probability of each prefix
to be affected by the outage. The traffic destined to these prefixes is re-routed towards
backup next hops which were pre-computed according to BGP information. Once BGP
converges, the traffic falls back to the standard BGP route.

While these solutions indeed allow to potentially reduce the time during which con-
nectivity is lost upon a failure, they are focused around the detection remote outages.
However, because of the intricate interplay that takes place between BGP and IGP,
intra-domain failures may very well impact transiting traffic.
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Chapter 3 External traffic re-routing

As mentioned in Chapter 2, while BGP and IGPs are different types of protocols with
different goals, the path taken by a transiting packet is decided by the interplay that
occurs between them. IGP metrics first influence the BGP decision process, as the IGP
distance between the router and the gateway linked to the path is one of the attributes
used in the said decision process. In addition, the path taken by the traffic to reach the
selected BGP next-hop is controlled by the IGP. These dependencies make the forwarding
of transiting traffic complex and may create undesired side effects as IGP changes can
impact BGP routing. We have shown in previous sections that the convergence time
of routing protocols plays an important role in today’s networks. As IGP changes may
impact BGP paths, the delays introduced by these modifications can be significant.

The solutions evoked until now were either focusing on IGP routing or on remote
failures. However, the BGP decision may be re-run due to intra-domain failures, as a
consequence of the dependencies between IGPs and BGP.

1. Model

In this section, we introduce our own personalized model and notations. We will
first use this model to describe the current technologies and methods, before using it to
describe our solution, OPTIC, and the associated definitions and properties.

1.1 Traffic forwarding

Upon the reception of data, routers need to resolve the next-hop for the given destination,
i.e., to dfind the best next-hop for this destination. This resolution relies on several steps
which are illustrated in Figure 11. The next-hop related to a packet is decided according
to its destination. Once the destination is extracted, a longest prefix match is performed.
By doing so, the router finds the most specific prefix in its base containing the IP address
of the destination, ensuring the most precise forwarding possible. The prefixes are stored
using a radix tree or a similar structure. This data structure is especially effective to
perform this type of lookup. A binary search is performed against the tree structure
storing the entries: at step i, the search branches one way or another depending on if
the ith bit of the tested address is 0 or 1. The matched prefix may either be an internal

IGP Changes

IP FRR
MPLS FRR

BGP Changes

Remote Intra-domain
Detection Computation/UpdateDetection Computation/Update

Timer tuning Timer tuning

RBGP, Swift, Blink
(CP and DP hints)

     

RBGP, Swift, Blink
(backup paths
 precomputation)

Detection Computation/Update

Timer tuning

PIC, OPTIC
(HFIB)

     

PIC
(ECMP sets)
OPTIC
(1OP sets)

Figure 10: Methods that aims to mitigate the impact of failures on a network usually
rely on decreasing the detection time or the computation and update time. The methods
presented were focused on IGP and remote failures.
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Figure 11: Forwarding Information Base and standard packet forwarding The destination
prefix is extracted from the packet. The port the packet should be sent through is
computed solely through the IGP for internal destinations, and through BGP and the
IGP for external destinations.

prefix or an external prefix. If the prefix is internal, the interface that needs to be used
is resolved only through the IGP. This resolution may be seen as the application of a
function IH, which, given a prefix p, returns the corresponding IGP next-hop. Once
the best IGP next-hop is found, the outgoing interface that should be used to reach
IH(p) can be resolved. This resolution can be seen as the application of the function L
which returns the best outgoing interface for an IGP destination IH(p). While IH and
L only return one element, this element may be chosen from a set containing equally
valid values. This set is constructed thanks to routing strategies such as ECMP or
LAG, which allow better resiliency upon an interface or IGP failure and to perform
load-balacing. Thus, the resolution of the outgoing interface for a given packet towards
an internal destination d may be written as a composition of functions representing the
various steps of the process described above:

Port(D) = L ◦ IH ◦ P (d)

However, this composition must be extended in order to be applied to external desti-
nations. First, the router should find the best BGP next-hop (or gateway). This gateway
is the best exit point to leave the AS when trying to reach d. The best BGP next-hop is
computed via the BGP decision process detailed in section 2.2, represented here by the
function G, which takes an external prefix and returns the best associated BGP NH.
As the BGP NH is not usually directly connected, the IGP next-hop needed to reach it
needs in turn to be resolved. the best IGP next-hop a towards is thus computed, and
in turn the associated outgoing interface. Consequently, the resolution of the outgoing
interface for a given packet towards an external destination d can be written as the
following composition of functions:

Port(D) = L ◦ IH ◦G ◦ P (d)

1.2 BGP route ranking

The most simple implement of G returns the best path towards p by sorting all known
routes (and associated gateways) towards p via a lexicographical order performed on
the attributes of each route. Each attribute is consider in the order of importance,
and routes that do not possess the best value for a given attribute are filtered out. If
needed, this selection ends on an arbitrary tie break to ensure that only one route can be
selected. To simplify our model and subsequent explanations, only four attributes will be
considered in the remainder of this report: local-pref (LP), as-path (AS), IGP
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Figure 12: Graphical representation of the BGP decision process with our notations.
Each attributes of each route is considered. Routes that do not possess the best value
among all other routes for the given attribute are filtered out, until only one route
remains.

cost (I) and Tie-Break (TB). In particular, we slightly extend how we represent
BGP routes. BGP routes r will be considered as a triplet containing

– a destination rd

– a vector of attributes ra

– an associated gateway rg

We simplify the vector of attributes of BGP routes to four field. BGP routes r will
be considered as having a vector of attributes ra equal to (ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB]).
This simplification is purely for readability purposes and does not induce any loss of
generality. In addition, we extend the operator ≺, presented earlier in this report,
which allowed us to compare routes by comparing their component lexicographically.
We introduce ≺x, which, as ≺, is a lexicographical comparison operator that can be
applied to paths, particularly to BGP routes. However, ≺x stops the comparison right
before the xth element of the vector. As an example, for two BGP routes r′ and r′′ such
that r′a = (1, 1, 1, 1) and r′′a = (1, 1, 2, 2), then we have r′a =

I
r′′a, while r′a ≺ r′′a. In

other words, if r′a =
I
r′′a, the two routes are tied in the BGP decision process up until

the application of the IGP cost (I) rule. Finally, we also introduce a min and max
function, which return, from a set of path, the best and worst path respectively within
this set. When considering BGP routes, these paths are equal to the routes having the
smallest and the greatest vector of attributes when ordered lexicographically.

Using these notations, we can now detail one of the most simple implementation of
the G function. This implementation is described by the algorithm 3.1. We will not
detail the inner working of the processing of a withdraw message, as it is not necessary
to our study. We will however study in detail how our solution, OPTIC, handles these
withdraw messages.
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Listing 3.1: BGP best route update pseudo-code
1 Entry:
2 rnew a newly received BGP route towards a destination rnewd ,
3 composed of the route’s attribute rnewa =(ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB]),
4 the route’s associated gateway rnewg , and the route’s
5 destination rnewd

6

7 S a meta-set containing, for all destinations,
8 the (optimal ECMP}routes So(d) for the destination d ,
9 the associated (gateways Sg(d) ,

10 and the set of routes saved Sw(d) in case of (withdrawal,
11 of the chosen route, we construct these sets such that

Sw ∩ So = ∅
12 Output:
13 Updated S
14

15

16

17 BGP_update_best_route(rnew, S):
18 rbest = min(So)
19 IF rbest = ε OR rnewa ≺ rbesta : #compare new route to current best route
20 Sw = Sw ∪ rbest #if new route is better, store current route away
21 So = rnew # replace best routes
22 Sg = rnewg # replace best gateways
23 ELSE IF ra =TB rbesta : #ECMP
24 So = So ∪ rnew # add to best routes
25 Sg = Sg ∪ rnewg # add to best gateways
26 ELSE: #rbest ≺ rnew

27 Sw = Sw ∪ rnew # if new route is not better, store it away

Standard BGP path selection relies on keeping the best path rbest towards any desti-
nation d. The most basic version of BGP keeps only the single best route. The version
that is presented here is more advanced, as it keeps a set of ECMP routes, i.e., routes
that are tied all the way up to the tie-break attribute (not included). This allows BGP to
perform load-balancing across these various paths and potentially to find a fail-over path
quickly if needed. However, the requirements necessary for two routes to be considered
equal is quite heavy. In addition, while several routes are memorized, only the best one
is advertised to peers if BGP add-path is not used. Other routes are kept within Sw,
and can be retrieved if the best routes ares withdrawn. Different paths (represented by a
vector of attributes (ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB])) which can be used to reach the same
destination can always be compared, as BGP creates a strict total order between routes
thanks to an arbitrary Tie-Break attribute. Thus, in practice, any two routes can be
compared via the operator ≺. In some cases, namely if the MED attribute is used, this
total order may be broken. This is not, however, one of the aspect that we will study
here. One of the main issues regarding BGP lies in the way the routes are stored in
standard FIB.

Routers usually rely on a flattened Forwarding Information Base , meaning that the
FIB stores, for each destination, the result of the composition of functions explained
above. Consequently, if a failure occurs and the current best BGP routes become un-
available or change, the BGP decision process must be re-run for each destination, in
order to find the new result of the PORT (d) function. More precisely, the decision pro-
cess goes through the new informations in the Loc-RIB, in order to select the best path
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Figure 13: Flat Forwarding Information Base compared to Hierarchical Forwarding In-
formation Base

for every prefix. The new path are then uploaded to the FIB and the Adj-RIB-Outs.
This update is time-consuming and scales with the number of entries (prefixes) in the
BGP RIB. Note that this may be triggered by a BGP update or an intra-domain fail-
ure. Indeed, while the IGP convergence is very quick, the preferred BGP next-hop may
change due to hot-potato routing. For example, if an AS has three eBGP sessions with
different ASes, an IGP event could change the best gateway for up to 300000 prefixes.
During this convergence time, users may experience packet loss for up to 100 seconds.
This convergence time, in addition to the time needed for the control-plane messages
of BGP to propagate, creates a delay which is not viable for modern applications with
strict quality of service requirements. While the solutions explored in Section 2.4 try to
find ways to bypass the propagation time of BGP control plane messages, BGP Prefix
Independent Convergence (PIC) aims at bypassing the convergence time of BGP.

2. PIC

BGP PIC, proposed by Filsfils et al. [6], aims at reducing the convergence time of BGP
by modifying the way the forwarding information is stored within routers. While routers
initially used a basic list storing a one-to-one relation between a destination and the
corresponding outgoing interface, this simple architecture quickly becomes inefficient due
to the large number of prefixes this architecture learned through BGP. While this table
can be reduced quite efficiently, particularly when the routing policies are isotone [32],
another possible solution is to use hierarchical FIBs, which allow to efficiently update
routing information while maintaining all of the information learned through BGP. PIC
proposes to use a hierarchical FIB (HFIB) to greatly speed up the recovery time and
update time. This idea is further enhanced by extending the standard BGP ECMP set
to two distinct ECMP sets to cover a broader array of failures. The basic idea behind
the use of an HFIB is illustrated by Figure 13.

2.1 Hierarchical FIB

A hierarchical FIB (HFIB) allows the convergence time to be independent from the
number of destinations stored within it, as it is not necessary to go through each and
every destination. The usual flattened design is thrown away, to prefer this more complex
architecture, which PIC in turn couples with an alternate route mechanism. In a flat
FIB, a change to a BGP NH may in turn result in the need to update all the associated
prefixes one by one. Note that, since the outgoing interface is the only information kept,
even if the BGP NH stays the same but the outgoing interface to reach it changes, every
prefixes still need to be updated and the FIB still needs to be walked through entirely.
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Conversely to its flattened counterpart, an HFIB keeps the parent-child relationships
between a BGP NH and the outgoing interface (i.e., the results of each function of the
composition evoked in 1) within the FIB. While this architecture requires more memory
accesses, as the chain L ◦ IH ◦ G ◦ P (d) needs to be gone through to find the outgoing
interface, as well as more storage, the update time of forwarding information is drastically
reduced, as a single modification of the result of I or G is reflected on the rest of the
chain. More precisely, an IGP event that does not affect the BGP NH (i.e., a change of
IGP NH or of the outgoing interface), does not require to walk the entirety of the BGP
prefixes as in a flat FIB, but only the IGP prefixes, which are usually far less numerous.
For example, let us imagine that upon a core failure, the IGP NH a1 can no longer be
reached through interface a/0. Once the IGP converges, we learn that a1 should now
be reached through interface a/2. Following the architecture described by Figure 13b, a
single modification of the L(a1) entry is enough to restore connectivity to this node. If
a standard flat FIB was used, each entry would be updated one by one.

2.2 Protection against core and edge failures

PIC tries to efficiently protect traffic from both core and edge failures. A core failure is
defined as the failure of a link or node within the AS, excluding edges node. Conversely,
an edge failure is defined as the failure of either a BGP peering link or of an edge node.
In practice, PIC extends the basic architecture of an HFIB by creates Path Lists to store
ECMP sets of various routes instead of a single route, to allows for quicker recovery upon
failure. PIC first creates BGP Path lists, which are composed of two distinct ECMP
sets of BGP NH for a destination, a primary set and a backup set. Each BGP NH will,
in turn, point to a IGP Path List. As the name suggests, IGP PLs work is a similar
fashion as BGP PLs, and contain, for each parent BGP NH, an ECMP set of IGP paths
towards the gateway. Finally, each IGP NH within the set points towards an outgoing
interface.

As stated above, to benefit as much as possible from the quick update time made
possible by this architecture, PIC stores several routes for each destination. The pri-
mary set is composed of the best routes towards the destination, along with its ECMP
alternates if possible. Similarly, the backup set is composed of the second to best routes
and their ECMP alternates. The ECMP alternates exist only if a BGP multi path policy
is used, which is usually not the case. Consequently, in practice, both sets will often
contain only one route each. In other words, for any routes r1,r2 ∈ So and any routes
r3,r4 ∈ S′

o, then:

– r1a ≺ r3a;

– r1a =
TB

r2a ≡ (r1a[LP ], r1a[AS], r
1
a[I]) = (r2a[LP ], r2a[AS], r

2
a[I]): r1 and r2 are equal

up to their tie break attribute;

r3a =TB
r4a: r3 and r4 are equal up to their tie break attribute.

The construction of the primary and secondary sets of BGP NH can be described by
Listing 3.2. At its most simple state, i.e., when no BGP multi-path policies other than
ECMP BGP are used, PIC can be seen as a wrapper that create, for a destination d,
two ECMP sets of route by re-running the standard BGP best path selection procedure
a second time. More precisely, PIC maintains two meta-sets, S and S′. S contains the
result of the standard BGP algorithm as described by Listing 3.1. S′ contains the result
of the same BGP algorithm when run on the routes that are not contained within the
best routes So.
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These two sets theoretically allow PIC to protect traffic from both core and edge
failures. Indeed, upon a core failure, L ◦ IH(G) is recomputed to find the new best
path and outgoing interface towards G. Once the modification is done and inserted in
the corresponding IGP PL, the update will immediately be reflected onto each parent
BGP PL. Consequently, a single operation is enough to restore the connectivity to the
affected prefixes. Upon an edge failure, PIC relies on the two sets So and S′

o to restore
connectivity quickly. Indeed, these two sets ensure that at least two paths are always
known towards any given destination. An edge failure may result in the deletion of an
IGP PL, as either the corresponding gateway itself is now unreachable, or the interface
connected to the eBGP peer, which may be announced within the IGP, is now down.
This deletion triggers an update which in turn modifies the depending BGP PL, and
switch to a still reachable route within one of the two ECMP sets. The new route is
either another route from So if a route is still reachable, or a route from S′

o otherwise.
As this update is done for each BGP PL that needs to be changed after the failure, the
update time scales with the number of BGP PL, which is usually notably less than the
number of prefixes. In both cases, if the failure is within the AS, PIC is be able to use
the fast response time of IGPs to update the RIB of the router quickly and in an efficient
way.

Listing 3.2: PIC best routes update pseudo-code
1 Entry:
2 rnew a newly received BGP route towards a destination d,
3 characterized as a list of attributes (ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB])
4

5 S, S′ sets containing, for all destinations d,
6 an ECMP set So of the best received routes,
7 an ECMP S′o of the second to best received routes
8 with their associated gateways Sg and S′g
9 and Sw,S′w the set of all the unused routes.

10

11 Output:
12 Updated S, S′
13

14

15 update_best_route(rnew, S, S′):
16 old_set = S
17 BGP_update_best_route(rnew, S) #update S with new best route
18 IF old_set ̸= S: #S was changed
19 IF |S| = 1: #S now contains only the new route, i.e, rnew ≺ old_set
20 #As old_set will become the S′, we need to remove it from the
21 #withdrawn subset. S′ becomes unused.
22 Sw = (Sw \ old_set) ∪ S′
23 S′w = S′w ∪ S′
24 S′o = old_set # the former best set becomes S′
25 #else, the new route was simply added to the best set, i.e,

rnew =TB S
26 ELSE: #S wasn’t changed
27 BGP_update_best_route(rnew, S′) #update S′
28 #The withdraw subset was updated, containing
29 #now either the new route
30 #or the old second best set. We simply need to update S

accordingly.
31 Sw = Sw ∪ S′w
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Figure 14: PIC may use a suboptimal path temporarily upon a core failure, as in intra-
domain failure may change the BGP ranking of known routes.

2.3 Drawbacks

However, upon core failure, while PIC does indeed allow the connectivity to be restored
quickly to prevent packet loss, it may sacrifice path optimality. Figure 14 illustrates
such a case. Simply put, in Figure 14, f and g are two equally good gateways to reach
d. Gateway f is chosen due to its lesser IGP distance from s. Upon the failure of the
link s → e, h becomes closer to s than f and should thus be used as the new gateway.
However, PIC does not take this BGP-IGP dependency into account simply finds another
path to f , consequently using a non-optimal path towards d.

More precisely, let rf and rh be two paths, advertised respectively by nodes f
and h towards the destination prefix d, such that rfa =

I
rha (i.e.,(rfa [LP ], rfa [AS]) =

(rfa [LP ], rha [AS])) and rfa [I] < rha [I]. Consequently, rfa ≺ rha and G(d) = f . After the
failure between s and e, the path towards f is recomputed, changing from α1

f to α2
f ,

restoring the connectivity towards d. However, this new path has a different IGP dis-
tance. As shown in Figure 14, α1

f and α2
f have two different distances, and α1

f < α2
f .

More specifically, we can also now state that α2
f > αh. We can thus update the equalities

mentioned above: rfa =
I
rha , and rfa [I] > rha [I], resulting in rha ≺ rfa .

This case is ignored by PIC, which finds a new path towards the pre-failure gateway
without considering that the failure affected the outcome of BGP decision process by
altering the IGP cost α . In other words, PIC recomputes L ◦ IH(f), which is enough
to restore connectivity, but G(d) should be recomputed as well to ensure the optimality
of the new path. Note that this change is temporary, as the BGP decision process will
eventually be run again, allowing G(d) to be recomputed and the new optimal path to be
found. However, during this long convergence time [6], the impacted traffic will follow a
suboptimal route, potentially leading to SLAs violations or congestions. In addition, in
some particular topologies, PIC may fail to find a new path to begin with, either upon
core or edge failures. Indeed, it is possible for a failure to render both of PIC’s ECMP
sets of route unreachable, depending on the network topology. In summary, depending
on the type of failure and on the topology, PIC may either:

– Make the transiting traffic go through a non-optimal paths;
– Fail to find a backup path quickly;
– Disrupt flows by switching temporarily to a path before switching to the optimal

path.

OPTIC (Optimal Protection Technique for Intra-domain Convergence) aims to solve
these issues. ensures that, upon intra-domain failure, the new optimal path may always
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be found quickly, allowing to protect the transiting traffic from any intra-domain failure
in an optimal fashion.
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Chapter 4 Contribution: OPTIC

OPTIC tries to correct the flaws of PIC by modifying the G function. OPTIC will
neither store a single route per destination nor will it create two ECMP sets. Instead,
OPTIC will create a single set of BGP NHs (or gateways) per destination, which we call
a 1-optimal-protecting set. We will start this section by formalizing our solution. We
will introduce several ways to optimally protect transiting traffic from internal failures,
which rely on more or less complex computations of 1-optimal-protecting sets.

1. Theory

Definition 1. 1-optimal-protecting (1OP) sets
A set G is said to be 1-optimal-protecting (1OP) for an external destination d if:

– (i) G contains the best gateway b towards d, with αb as its best intra-domain route.
– (ii) For any failure of a component c (node or link, b included) such that c ∈ αb,

the gateway of the new best path towards d after the failure of c is in G.

We state that a 1-optimal-protecting set ensure both the protection of a destination
and the optimality of the new route chosen after an intra-domain failure. More precisely,
these sets are protecting as they contain another available alternative route to their
associated destination whatever the intra-domain failure. They are optimal as they
contain the new best route towards their associated external destination after an intra-
domain failure. Note that it is equivalent to consider a 1OP set of routes O or the
1OP set G of the associated gateways. Said otherwise, after any intra-domain failure,
the new best post-convergence BGP NH towards d can be found in G. It is important
to note that these sets are computed using the router’s knowledge of the network. If
this knowledge is too limited or incomplete, OPTIC cannot ensure that 1OP sets can be
constructed. We thus assume that the BGP routes that are known are sufficient to create
1OP sets. Thus, in practice, OPTIC simply has to go through the 1-optimal-protecting
set Gd of each destination d to find the new best gateway, i.e., min(Gd), to ensure an
optimal recovery of the transiting traffic towards d instead of having to wait for the BGP
control-plane to converge. OPTIC can work with other existing FRR mechanisms to find
the new best route upon internal failure, as detail in Appendix B.

As an example, in Figure 14, while PIC creates two distinct ECMP sets S and S′,
such that So = {f} and S′

o = {g}, OPTIC creates a single set G = {f, g, h}, where f is
the best gateway, g would be the new best gateway if e → f fails, and h would be the
new best gateway if the node e or the link s → e fails. The set constructed by OPTIC
contains the new best gateway towards d whatever the failure that occurs, as long as the
failure only impact one component.

A 1OP set G has to contain at least two elements to protect the transiting traffic.
Indeed, even if b remains the optimal gateway whatever the failure, the failure of b itself
also has to be taken into account. As b can’t protect itself, at least one other gateway
has to be added to G to ensure the protection of the traffic. It is thus impossible for a
set to be 1OP if it contains less that two routes or gateways.
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A set composed of all possible gateways (for example, all the border routers of the
network) would still, by definition, be a 1-optimal-protecting set. However, using such
sets would be fairly ineffective as a lot of useless information would have to be gone
through when trying to find the new best gateway after a failure. We thus introduce the
notion of minimal 1-optimal-protecting sets.

Definition 2. Minimal 1-optimal-protecting sets
A 1-optimal-protecting set G is minimal if, after the removal of a single element of G, G
is not optimal anymore.

Simply put, minimal 1-optimal-protecting sets protect a destination in an optimal
fashion with the minimum number of gateways. 1 Minimal 1-optimal-protecting sets are
theoretically the ideal way to use OPTIC, as they contain the bare minimum of gateways
to ensure optimality and protection. As will be explain later on, OPTIC only maintains
a set of unique 1OP set to greatly reduce the update complexity. We will show further
in this thesis that using decreasing the size of 1OP sets decreases the number of unique
1OP sets, making the use of minimal 1OP set the theoretical ideal choice to improve
OPTIC performance.

Indeed, as the new best gateway for each destination after a intra-domain failure can
be found by going through each 1OP sets, the complexity of this update scales with the
number of sets as well as their size. Since the number of sets mainly depends on the
routes themselves and therefore can not be directly reduced, minimizing the size of 1OP
sets is the most interesting way to reduce the complexity of OPTIC. However, using
minimal 1OP sets can introduce an important overhead in the computation of the sets.
We aim at finding a compromise between the minimality of 1OP sets and the complexity
of their computation. As a result, we introduce the notion of relaxed 1OP sets . A
relaxed 1OP set can be described as any 1OP set that is not minimal. The relaxed 1OP
sets that we will be focusing on heavily rely on IGP rounded sets which we introduce
in Definition 3. As a reminder, we use the representation of BGP routes introduced in
our model, meaning that we consider a route r as a triplet containing a destination rd,
a vector of attribute ra and a gateway rg.

Definition 3. IGP rounded sets
A set G is IGP rounded if it contains the gateways of every routes towards the same
destination that share the same BGP attributes up until their IGP distances, and no
other gateway.
That is, with G = {r1g , r2g , ...rng } we have r1a =

I
r2a =

I
...rna and for all routes r such that

r /∈ G, r ̸=
I
G.

An IGP rounded set is composed of all the routes (or associated gateways) that were
discriminated only by their IGP distance, i.e, with our simplification, routes with equal
local-pref and as-path attributes. In other words, when considering attribute as the
composition of inter-domain related attribute and IGP related attributes β ◦ α, routes
within the same IGP rounded set share the same β attribute but may have a different α
attribute. IGP rounded sets are a core concept of OPTIC, as they maintain their IGP
rounded property after an intra-domain failure. This will allow us to create 1OP sets
without computing the new shortest intra-domain path for every failure. Indeed, as an
intra-domain may only change the IGP-cost attribute α of BGP routes and not β, the
best β of the BGP routes will remain the same after the failure, meaning that the new

1. The gateways composing a minimal 1OP set may, for example, be extracted by running one
shortest path computation for each possible failure on the intra-domain route towards the best gateway
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best route has to have the same β as the former best route, and thus is within the same
IGP rounded set.

Said otherwise, for two routes r′ and r′′ such that r′a =
I
r′′a, the equality r′a =

I
r′′a

holds true after an intra-domain failure. Consequently, even though the BGP ranking of
the routes that are within the same IGP-rounded may change due to an intra-domain
failure and the modification of their IGP distance α, they will still remain within the
same IGP-rounded set. This equality hold true as each of our operators ≺

I
,=

I
,≻

I
are

unaffected by an IGP failure, as described more formally by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. The order given by the operators ≺
I
, =

I
and ≻

I
is not affected by an intra-

domain failure.

As an intra-domain failure may only affect the IGP cost attributes α of a BGP
route, which is not taken into account by ≺

I
, =

I
and ≻

I
, the proof of this Lemma is

trivial. Lemma 1 is one of the keystones of our reasoning, as it allows us to state that
the way we rank routes and the inequalities we create using our operators will not be
modified by a failure. More precisely, when combined with the property of IGP rounded
sets, we can state that while an intra-domain failure may change the BGP ranking of
routes that are within the same IGP-rounded set, the ranking of the IGP-rounded sets
themselves will remain unaffected by the failure. Simply put, routes within the xth IGP-
rounded set will still be better than the routes within the x+ 1th IGP-rounded set after
a failure. Indeed, two distinct IGP rounded sets G ′ and G ′′ satisfy either the inequality
G ′ ≺

I
G ′′ or G ′ ≻

I
G ′′ by definition, and only the modification of the local-pref or the as-

path attribute (which can not be changed by an intra-domain failure) may change these
inequalities. As a result, since we only consider the local-pref, as-path, IGP distance
and tie-break attributes, we know that the best route after a potential IGP distances
modification due to an intra-domain failure is within the best IGP-rounded set.

It is however possible for routes within the best IGP rounded set to all be unusable
after a failure, particularly if the best IGP rounded set only contains only a single route.
In this case, we know that the second best route has to be in the second best IGP-rounded
set, and so on. This idea is the core concept of OPTIC. Nevertheless, the number of IGP
rounded sets that needs to be maintain depends on the network. As OPTIC introduces
a lot of new concepts, we will slightly simplify our proofs, theorems, and definition by
introducing the following hypothesis to better understand the inner working of OPTIC.
This hypothesis will be lifted later on.

Hypothesis 1. Biconnected graph: The underlying graph of the network is biconnected.

In a biconnected graph, the graph stays connected, i.e., there exists a path between
every pair of vertices, after the removal of any one vertex or edge. Networks being usually
designed to be fairly resilient, it is not unlikely for this condition to be verified. However
the point of this hypothesis is mainly pedagogical. We can and will adapt our algorithms
and structures to lift this hypothesis later on, once the main ideas lying behind OPTIC
are explained. One of the consequences of Hypothesis 1 is that a simple intra-domain
failure cannot make more than one gateway unreachable. Indeed, if the failure does
not affect the gateway itself, then there still exists a path towards the gateway. This
hypothesis makes the protection property of 1OP set easy to achieve, as having two
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gateways within a 1OP set is now enough to protect the destination. This will allow us
to focus on and prove the method allowing to ensure the optimality of the set (i.e, that
the set contains the new best route upon failure), which was introduced when defining
IGP-rounded sets.

Remark 1. Let G1 and G2 be two sets such that for every gateways r1g ∈ G1 and r2g ∈ G2,
we have r1a ≺I

r2a. For readability purposes, we write that G1 ≺I
G2.

As mentioned, IGP rounded sets allow us to introduce relaxed variants of 1OP sets,
whose constructions are far less costly than minimal 1OP sets. In particular, OPTIC, as
presented in Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, uses the variant we call 2-rounded sets, which rely
on Hypothesis 1.

Definition 4. 2-rounded (2R) sets
An efficient 2-rounded (2R) set O is composed of the two best routes rbest and rscnd, in
addition to all the routes r such that r =

I
rscnd, i.e., O = rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =I

rscnda }

Efficient 2R sets can be equivalently described as follows:
An efficient 2-rounded (2R) set O is composed of the union of the best IGP rounded
sets of route, in order, up until |O| >= 2. Formally, O can be decomposed as

∪n
i=1Oi,

where On is an IGP rounded set, On ≺
I
On+1, and |

∪n−1
i=1 Oi| < 2

Any set containing more routes than evoked above is 1OP, but is said to be inefficient.

Less formally, Definition 4 means that an efficient 2R set can be one of two possi-
bilities. It is either composed of the best IGP rounded set if it contains at least two
elements, or the two best IGP rounded sets. Thanks to the biconnected property, we
never need to rely on more than two IGP rounded sets.

The best way to understand 2-rounded (2R sets) is to see the addition of the first two
best routes {rmin, rscnd} to the set as a means to ensure the protection of a destination
d (two gateways being enough thanks to Hypothesis 1).

However, as an intra-domain failure may change the BGP ranking of the routes that
are tied up until their IGP-cost attribute, we need to ensure that these routes are within
the set as well, so that the set is optimal. Consequently, we IGP-round the set by adding
each of these routes, i.e, all the routes r that satisfy ra =

I
rscnd. 2-rounded sets are a

fairly good approach at creating 1OP sets, as they rely on light computations but still
prune some unnecessary routes when they are efficient. Indeed, while a 1OP set is not
necessarily 2-rounded, a 2-rounded set is necessarily 1OP.

To ensure that our version of OPTIC that uses efficient 2-rounded sets creates and
maintains 1OP sets, we will start by showing that 2-rounded sets are indeed part of the
family of relaxed 1OP sets by proving Theorem 1. Afterward, we will show that OPTIC,
as described by the algorithms found later in this report, maintains 2R sets.
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Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-rounded set of gateways towards a destination d. If Hypothesis
1 is verified, then G is 1-optimal-protecting.

Proof. Protection
Let g be the best gateway towards a given destination d. A single gateway is enough

d against the failure of any component that is not g, thanks to Hypothesis 1. To protect
d against the failure of g itself, we need to add a second gateway f . As we now that f
will still be reachable if g fails, given Hypothesis 1, having two gateways within our set
is enough to ensure protection against any intra-domain failure. By definition, a 2R set
contains 2 elements and ensures thus the protection of the destination.

Optimality
We will prove the optimality property by contradiction. Let G be a 2R set for a

destination d. Let rcontr be the new best route towards d after an intra-domain failure,
such that rcontrg /∈ G. If G is a 2-rounded set, then G can be written as rbest∪rscnd∪{r|ra =I

rscnda } , where rbest and rscnd were the two best routes during the construction of the set,
according to Definition 4.

Thus, if rcontrg /∈ G and rcontr was already known during the construction of the set,
then rcontra ≻

I
rscnda by definition. Since, thanks to Hypothesis 1, at least one of the

two gateways rbestg or rscndg will still be reachable after failure, and that we showed that
rbesta ≼

I
rscnda ≺

I
rcontra , then there will still exist a route rx ∈ G such that rxa ≺

I
rcontra

after failure, as this order will not be altered, according to Lemma 1. Thus, rcontrg cannot
be the new best gateway.

As the new best gateway upon failure is within G, the set is optimal. ■

2. Algorithms

As explained above, this version of OPTIC uses efficient 2R sets to maintain and
create 1OP sets for each destination, when possible. Algorithm 4.1 explains how OPTIC
treats an update message from BGP.

As showcased by Algorithm 4.1, OPTIC maintains a meta-set S containing, for each
destination rd, three sets So(rd), Sg(rd), Sw(rd). Sg(rd) is a 1OP set of gateways towards
rd, So(rd) is the set of associated route from which the gateway composing Sg(rd) were
extracted, and Sw(rd) contains the routes that are not needed to form a 1OP set. This
set will be useful if a gateway is withdrawn, and OPTIC needs to fetch one of the unused
route to restore the 1OP property.

The main idea behind OPTIC is that, upon the reception of a new route, OPTIC
will compare the route to the ones stored in the 1OP sets. If the route is not needed to
ensure the 1OP property, it is stored away in Sw(rd). Otherwise, it is added to So(rd).

To simplify our algorithms for readability purposes, we consider that OPTIC main-
tains one 1OP set per destination. In reality, 1OP sets can be shared by prefixes. In
practice, one can imagine our set of gateways Sg as a pointer, or a hash index, referencing
an index in a structure containing all the existing 1OP sets of gateways. Two destina-
tions sharing the same 1OP set of gateways point towards the same 1OP set. Allowing
destinations that have the same 1OP set to share the same 1OP set structure reduces
OPTIC complexity upon update, as the number of set is reduced and the modification
of a set affects all the dependent destinations. This is further explained in Appendix C.
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Listing 4.1: OPTIC route update pseudo-code
1 Entry:
2 rnew a newly received BGP route towards a destination rnewd ,
3 composed of the route’s attribute rnewa =(ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB]),
4 the route’s associated gateway rnewg , and the route’s
5 destination rnewd

6

7 S a meta-set containing, for each destination d,
8 the 1-optimal-protecting set of routes for the destination So,
9 the associated 1-optimal protecting set of gateways Sg,

10 and the set of routes saved Sw in case of withdrawal
11 of the chosen routes, such that Sw ∩ So = ∅
12

13 Output:
14 Updated S
15

16 update_best_route(rnew, S):
17 dest = rnewd

18 G, O, W = Sg(dest), So(dest), Sw(dest)
19 rbest = min(O); rworst = max(O)
20 IF |G| ≥ 2 AND rnewa ≻I rworst

a : #non-optimal route 1+1

21 W = W ∪ rnew #store away
22 RETURN
23 ELSE IF rnewa ≺I rbesta : #absolute best route

24 IF rworst
a =I rbesta : #set was IGP rounded

25 O = O ∪ rnew; G = rnewg ∪ G
26 ELSE: # set was not IGP rounded

27 O′ = O ∪ rnew; O = {rnew,rbest}; W = W ∪O′ \ O; G = {rnewg , rbestg }
28 ELSE IF rworst

a =I rbesta : #=I rnew: equivalent route within the IGP rounded set N ≥ 2

29 O = O ∪ rnew; G = G ∪ rnewg

30 ELSE IF rnewa ≺I rworst
a : # unique second best

31 O′ = O ∪ rnew; O = {rbest,rnew}; W = W ∪O′ \ O; G = {rbestg , rnewg }
32 ELSE IF rnewa =I rworst

a : # add to second best

33 O = O ∪ rnew; G = G ∪ rnewg

34 G, O, W = Sg(dest), So(dest), Sw(dest)

In addition to adding necessary routes, OPTIC may reconfigure the 2R sets if some
routes become useless after the reception of an update. Indeed, we want our 2R sets
to stay efficient, which can result in the need to store some routes away. To show that
OPTIC does not remove any necessary route nor does it add or keep any unnecessary
route, we will prove the following property:

Property 1. If Hypothesis 1 is verified and learned BGP routes are sufficient, then
OPTIC creates and maintains efficient 2R sets for each destination d upon the reception
of a BGP UPDATE message.

Proof. Let us prove that OPTIC, as described by Algorithm 4.1 allows to create efficien
2R sets for a destination d, if enough routes towards it are known. Note that Sg(rd) and
So(rd) follow the same evolution and can thus be seen as equivalent. To simplify the
notations, let G be equal to Sg(rd) and O be equal to So(rd). We will use the comments
in Algorithm 4.1 (equivalent, non-optimal...) as labels to reference the different
cases we need to consider.
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To be considered, a 2R set needs to contain at least two gateways and need to
be able to be decomposed as rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =I

rscnd}.
As shown by Algorithm 4.1, the non-optimal case can not be reached if |G| < 2,

meaning that OPTIC is bound to accept any route when |G| < 2. Since all other
cases add a route (absolute best and rounded,equivalent, non-optimal,
add to second bests) or bring G back to two elements (absolute best and
not rounded, replace second best), once |G| ≥ 2, the cardinal of the 1OP set
can never go back to one, as we either store a new route away (keeping the cardinal of
our set constant), add a route to our set, or reduce G to 2 elements

Consequently, as OPTIC accepts any route when |G| < 2 and always keeps at least
two gateways in the set afterward. Therefore, the sets constructed by OPTIC
always contain at least 2 gateways.

We will now show that the sets constructed by OPTIC can always be decomposed as
rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ r|ra =I

rscnd. At first, when only two gateways are known by the router,
OPTIC will create a set containing the two routes, as demonstrated above. Thus, our
sets will be composed of two routes r′ and r′′, such that r′a ≼I

r′′a. As {r′, r′′} represents
all the possible routes, there does not exit a route r such that ra =

I
r′a or ra =

I
r′′a.

Consequently, our set can be written as r′ ∪ r′′ ∪ {r|ra =
I
r′′a}, with {r|ra =

I
r′′a} = ∅

and r′, r′′ the two best routes. Therefore, by definition, {r′, r′′} is a 2R set. Since this
set contains only two routes, it is efficient.

To show that OPTIC maintains this efficent 2R set, we will show that we only add
necessary routes , and that we only remove routes that are useless to ensure the ef-
ficient 2R property. There are six different cases we need to address, referenced in
Algorithm 4.1 as absolute best and rounded, equivalent, add to second
best, non-optimal, absolute best and not rounded, unique second best.
In each of these cases, we change our sets of routes and gateways. In the first three cases,
we add only add a route to our set, while some routes may be removed in the other three
reconfiguring cases. We will start by proving that the route we add during the three
first cases are necessary, before showing that the routes we remove during the last three
cases are unnecessary.

Let S(d) be the metaset containing, for a destination d, the 1OP set of gateways G
and the associated set of route O. Let rnew be the route we are currently processing, i.e,
the route we received in the update message. Let rbest be equal to min(O) and rworst be
equal to max(O).

The absolute best and rounded, equivalent and add to second best
cases may be translated into the following inequalities respectively :

– rnewa ≺
I
O, with rbesta =

I
rworst
a . In this case, rnew is the new best route. As a 2R

set is, by definition, composed of at least the two best routes, rnew indeed needs to
be added to the set. The new set can now be written as rnew∪rbest∪{r|ra =I

rbest},
with rbest ∪ {r|ra =I

rbest} = O, respecting the definition of efficient 2R sets.

– rnewa =
I
O. In this case, the 1OP set is composed of routes being tied at the IGP

cost rule. If rnew is not added, then, with rscnd the second best route of O, there
exist a route r = rnew such that r /∈ O and ra =

I
rscnda , violating the definition of

2R sets. Consequently, rnew needs to be added to the set. O can now be written
as rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =

I
rscnda }, with rnew ∈ {r|ra =

I
rscnda }, which respects the

definition of efficient 2R sets.

– rworst
a =

I
rnewa . In this case, as O is 2R, we know that, by definition, with rscnd the

second best route in O, rworst =
I
rscnd. Consequently, if rnew is not added, there
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would exist a route r = rnew such that r /∈ O and ra =
I
rscnd, which violates the

definition of 2R sets. Consequently, rnew needs to be added to O. O can now be
written as rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =

I
rscnda }, with rworst, rnew ∈ {r|ra =

I
rscnda } which

respects the definition of efficient 2R sets.

We are left with three cases: non-optimal, unique second best and absolute
best and not rounded. Conversely to the cases above, these latter reconfigure our
set, i.e, one or several routes may be removed. We thus need to ensure that the routes
that are being removed are not necessary to maintain the 1OP property. As before, since
we have shown that our set contains at least two routes, we have at least two routes in
O. These three cases can be translated into the three following inequalities respectively:

– O ≺
I
rnewa . By construction, O is 2R and can thus be written as rbest ∪ rscnd ∪

{r|ra =
I
rscnd}, with rbest and rscnd being the two current best routes. Conse-

quently, if we add rnew, O would become rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =
I
rscnd} ∪ rnew, as

rnew /∈ {r|ra =
I
rscnd} since O ≺

I
rnewa . We can see that adding rnew would make

O inefficient as it would contain more routes than the definition of the 2R sets.
We can thus store rnew away.

– rnewa ≺
I
rworst
a and rbesta ̸=

I
rworst
a . Thus, rbesta ≺

I
rnewa ≺

I
rworst
a . Here, rnew is the

new second best route, which means, by definition, that rnew must be in O. Since
rnewa ≺

I
rworst
a , O can now be written as rbest ∪ rnew ∪ rworst ∪ {r|ra =

I
rworst
a }.

We can see that rbest ∪ rnew is enough to form an efficient 2R set, as it is equal
to rbest ∪ rnew ∪ {r|ra =

I
rnewa } with {r|ra =

I
rnewa } = ∅ and with rnew and rbest

being the two best routes. Consequently, keeping the two best routes is enough to
maintain an efficient 2R set, as is done in our algorithm.

– rbesta ̸=
I
rworst
a and rnewa ≺

I
rbesta . Thus, rnewa ≺

I
rbesta ≺

I
rworst
a . This case is identi-

cal to the case above, with rnewa and rbesta switched within the inequality. Applying
the same reasoning, we know that we only need to keep the two best routes rnew

and rbest, as is done in our algorithm.

Whatever the operation done by OPTIC, the sets constructed can always be
decomposed as rbest ∪ rscnd ∪ {r|ra =I

rscnd}.
Consequently, we have shown that OPTIC starts by creating a 2R sets. Each modi-

fication done by OPTIC allows to maintains these efficient 2R sets. ■
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Now that we showed that OPTIC can indeed maintain 2R sets upon the reception
and processing of an UPDATE message, we need to show that the same can be said upon
the reception of a WITHDRAW message. The behavior of OPTIC, in this case, is shown
in Algorithm 4.2.

Listing 4.2: OPTIC route withdrawal pseudo-code
1 Entry:
2 rnew a newly received BGP route towards a destination rnewd ,
3 composed of the route’s attribute rnewa =(ra[LP ], ra[AS], ra[I], ra[TB]),
4 the route’s associated gateway rnewg , and the route’s
5 destination rnewd

6

7 S a meta-set containing, for all destinations,
8 the 1-optimal-protecting set of routes for the destination So,
9 the associated 1-optimal protecting set of gateways Sg,

10 and the set of routes saved Sw in case of withdrawal
11 of the chosen routes, such that Sw ∩ So = ∅
12

13 Output:
14 Updated S
15

16

17 withdraw_route(rnew, S):
18 dest = rnewd

19 G, O, W = Sg(dest), So(dest), Sw(dest)
20 IF r /∈ O: #nothing to be done
21 RETURN
22 ELSE:
23 O = O \ r; G = G \ rg
24 IF O ≥ 2: #Still 2R
25 RETURN
26 rwmin = min(W)
27 FORALL r ∈ W: #Add necessary routes
28 IF ra =I rwmin

a :
29 O = O ∪ r; G = G ∪ rg; W = W \ r
30 G, O, W = Sg(dest), So(dest), Sw(dest)

The behavior of OPTIC upon the withdrawal of a route is pretty straightforward. If
the route was not used in our 2R set, nothing has to be done. If our set still contains at
least two elements after the deletion of the route, it is still a 2R set and nothing has to
be done. Finally, otherwise, we restore the 2R property of our set by adding all unused
route that satisfies ra =

I
rwmin
a , i.e, the best route in Sw(rd) with the associated IGP

rounded set.

Property 2. If Hypothesis 1 is verified and learned BGP routes are sufficient, then
OPTIC creates or maintains 2R sets for each destination d upon the reception of a BGP
WITHDRAW message.

Proof. We have shown before that OPTIC starts by creating a 2R set and maintains it
if possible. We can thus assume that upon the reception of the withdraw message, the
set O was a 2R set. We will also assume that all unused routes were stored within W ,
with W = Sw(rd).
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Let us show that at the two critical points in our algorithm, Still 2R and Add
necessary routes, the 2R property of O is still ensured.

– In the Still 2R case, we remove a route from a set that was 2R. Let us imagine
that our set O lost its 2R property after the removal. Since, in the Still 2R
case, |O| ≥ 2, we can decompose this set as {rbest,S} with rbesta ≼

I
S and |S| ≥ 1.

Thus, for O to not be 2R, then one of the following condition needs to be true:

(1): rbest is not the best route, i.e, there exists a route r such that ra ≺
I
rbesta and

r /∈ O.

(2): S does not contain the second best route, i.e, there exists a route r such that
ra ≼I

S and r /∈ O.

(3): S is not IGP rounded, i.e, there exists a route r such that ra =I
S and r /∈ O.

However, a withdrawal message may only remove a route, and neither add nor
change existing routes. Therefore, for the inequalities stated above to be true
after the withdraw, these latter have to be true before the withdrawal as well. If
these inequalities were true before the withdrawal, then O was not a 2R set, which
contradicts our starting hypothesis. Consequently, if O is a 2R set before the
processing of a withdraw message, O stays 2R after removing a route if |O| ≥ 2.

– In the Add necessary route case, after the removal of the route, O contains
only one route r1 and is thus not a 2R set. Let us show that adding each route r
that satisfies ra =

I
rwmin
a , where rwmin = min(W) is necessary to regain the 2R

property.

We have shown above that it is not possible for a route r to exist in W such
that ra ≼

I
r1a, i.e., no route in W are better or equal to the routes that were in

O, since O was 1OP. Thus, rwmin is the second best route and all the routes r
we will add satisfy the inequality r1a ≺

I
ra. After adding these routes, we have

O = r1a ∪ rwmin ∪ {r|ra =
I
rwmin
a }, with r1 the best route, and rwmin the second

best route, respecting so the definition of efficient 2R sets.

In both cases, the behavior of OPTIC maintains the property of the 2R set. ■

Having proven that both UPDATE and WITHDRAW messages are processed by OPTIC
in a way that maintains the 2R property of the sets, we can now prove that OPTIC, as
a whole, creates and maintains 2R sets, i.e., 1OP sets.

Theorem 2. OPTIC creates and maintains 1OP sets if possible and if Hypothesis 1 is
verified.

Proof. We have shown thanks to Property 1 and 2 that OPTIC maintains 2R sets when
a route is added and withdrawn. Thus, we only have to ensure that upon the processing
of an update, OPTIC indeed saves the now unnecessary routes in W , in case they might
become necessary during the processing of a withdrawal.

We can, again, consider each case of the Algorithm 4.1 one by one. As some of the
cases add new useful routes to our set, there is no need to update W in these cases.
Only the non-optimal case, the absolute best and not rounded case, and
the unique second best case should add routes to W .

The unused non-optimal routes are explicitly added to W . When some routes
are removed, i.e., in the absolute best and not rounded and unique second
best cases, we add to W the set O′ \O, where O′ is equal to the routes that were in the
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Figure 15: 2R sets and PIC problem with non-biconnected networks. A single failure
renders the entirety of our 2R sets, or of the two ECMP set of PIC, unreachable.

old 2R set and the new route r, and O is equal to the now necessary routes in the 2R
set. Therefore, O′ \ O contains the unnecessary routes in the set, that are then added
to W .

As OPTIC stores all the unused routes, maintains and creates 2R set upon addition
and withdrawal of routes, OPTIC creates and maintains 1OP sets. ■

Consequently, the version of OPTIC that uses 2R sets, as described in this thesis,
allow to protect any external destination from any simple intra-domain failure when the
routes are sufficient by creating 1OP sets. In addition, we ensured the optimality of the
new path chosen by OPTIC, i.e, OPTIC chooses the same path as the BGP decision
process.

While this presentation of OPTIC was quite formal in order to prove our algorithms,
we can also see OPTIC as an automata that make a set of routes transition between
several states that represent 2R sets. This is further explained in Appendix D.

3. Improving OPTIC

3.1 Relaxing the biconnected hypothesis

While the biconnected hypothesis was useful to get a first grasp at the inner working of
OPTIC, it is a fairly restrictive hypothesis. OPTIC can ensure the 1-optimal-protection
of each destination even when the network does not respect this hypothesis if we slightly
tune the definitions of the 2R sets we presented. First, it is useful to understand why
removing the biconnected hypothesis increases the complexity of the problem we aim to
solve. If a network is biconnected, we know that an internal failure may only make a
single gateway unreachable, if the gateway itself fails. Any other failure may only impact
the IGP distance α to each gateway. In particular, if our set contains x gateways, at
least x− 1 gateway(s) will still be reachable after the failure. This is not the case with
non-biconnected networks.

Let us refer to Figure 15 to understand the problem, as it illustrates a non-biconnected
network. This figure illustrates the same network as Figure 14, but with slightly different
BGP attributes. Here, our 2R set would be composed of a single IGP rounded set {f, i}.
Upon the failure of s → e, we lose both of our gateways: we do not ensure the protection
of d upon any simple internal failure. Note that PIC also encounters a problem with
this topology, as it relies on the IGP computing a new path to the best gateway f after
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Figure 16: Construction of P-Rounded sets. We take as many gateways as necessary to
ensure the protection of the destination, up until the gateway rpg . We then add every
gateway rg such that ra =

I
rpa. 2R set are a particular type of PR set, where p = 2 is

viable thanks to the biconnected hypothesis.

a core failure. However, here, there is no path towards this gateway. Even after f is
considered as unreachable, if we assume that PIC may rely on its ECMP backup set, i,
this latter is also now unreachable. PIC has to wait for BGP to re-converge, and in the
meantime, is unable to reach d.

Thankfully, we can extend 2R sets to cover non-biconnected networks and ensure the
protection of d, by introducing P-rounded sets.

Definition 5. P-rounded sets
A P-rounded set O is composed of the unions of the P best IGP rounded sets of routes,
in order, up until |O| ≥ p, where p is the number of gateways that ensures that the
destination d is protected.
Formally, O can be decomposed as

∪n
i=1Oi, where Oi is an IGP rounded set, Oi ≺I

Oi+1,
and |

∪n−1
i=1 Oi| < p

Less formally, this extension is fairly intuitive. The construction algorithm is illus-
trated in Figure 16. With biconnected networks, we knew that 2 gateways were enough
to protect the destination. Thus, we protection as guaranteed by using two gateways,
and the IGP rounding ensured optimality. Here, we need p gateways to guarantee protec-
tion, and the IGP rounding to ensure optimality. In both cases, we can see the algorithm
behind OPTIC as adding gateways until we protect the destination, then rounding the
set at the IGP level.

Finding the value p can be done through a linear test. For example, we can check
for each component c of the best internal path towards the best gateway if at least one
of the gateways in our set is still reachable upon the failure of c through a depth-first
traversal. If not, we add the next best reachable gateway. If for any failure, at least one
of the gateways in our set is still reachable, the set is 1OP.

Let us take an example following Figure 15. We start with a set containing the best
gateway towards d, {f} . Let α be the best path from s to f . Let us check if a failure
of a component of α make all the gateways in our set unreachable. If e → f fails, f
is not reachable. We add i, the next best reachable gateway, to our set in order to be
protected from this failure: {f, i} . If e fails, neither f nor i is reachable: we add the next
best reachable gateway g. If s → e fails, g is still reachable through s → g. We tested
each component of α. However, we can not end our algorithm here, as, after an internal
failure, any gateway k such that k =

I
g could be the best new gateway. Consequently,
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we add to our set all the gateways that respect this equality. In our figure, no gateway
satisfies the inequality, leaving the final 1OP set as {f, i, g}.

While having a biconnected network is a sufficient condition for 2-rounded sets to
be 1-optimal protecting, it is not a necessary condition. Indeed, we can refer back to
Figure 14. While the network was not biconnected, a 2R set would have been 1OP. In
practice, we can expect 2R sets to be 1-optimal-protecting most of the time. We could
consequently take advantage of the simplicity of the computation of 2R sets, by starting
to check if a 2R set is sufficient to ensure both the optimality and the protection of a
destination d. To do so, we can start by building our 2R set, remove all the components
of the best path α towards the best gateway g, and check if g or the other gateways in
our 2R set is still reachable. If it is, there is no need for further computation. If it is
not, we can construct a 1OP set as evoked above. In most cases, we may profit from
this greedy way of constructing 1OP sets. This may be especially useful as 2R sets can
be improved depending on the topology of the network.

3.2 2R sets optimization

While we aim for 2R sets to be an easily computable variant of relaxed 1OP set, there
is a slight optimization that can easily be done to reduce the size of the sets. This
optimization lies in 2R sets in which rbesta ̸=

I
rscnda . when we needed the best gateway

rbestg and the IGP rounded set G ′, with ra ≺
I
G ′ with G ′ =

I
rscnd. There are some cases

where we do not need this second IGP rounded set. As a reminder, we need the second
IGP set G ′ to ensure optimality if the internal failure changes the IGP distance to the
gateways in our sets. As mentioned, a failure will not change the order between two IGP
rounded sets. Therefore, we need to use one of the gateway in G ′ if and only if rbestg is
unreachable after the failure, as rbesta ≺

I
G ′.

However, the failure of rbestg will only affect the IGP distance of the gateways in G ′

if rbestg was part of the internal path towards the gateways of G ′. We refer to this case
as dependent gateways. A gateway f is dependent to a gateway g if, α being the best
path to reach f , g ∈ α. Figure 17 illustrates dependent gateways. We can see that since
g ∈ α1

f and g ∈ α1
h, after the failure, the ranking of the route in term of IGP distance

from s goes from f ≺ g to g ≺ f . We thus need IGP rounding to ensure that the new
best gateway is in our set.

If the backup gateways are independent of the best gateway rbestg , we know that if
rbestg becomes unreachable, then the IGP distance of the other gateway remained the
same. Consequently, the ranking of the gateways within G ′ is easily predictable. When
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we need to fetch a gateway in G ′, then the best gateway within the set after the failure
is the best gateway of the set before the failure. This case is illustrated in Figure 18.
As g /∈ αf and g /∈ αh, the ranking of the route in terms of IGP distance from s stays
h ≺ f before and after the failure. Consequently, we only need to memorize h, as f will
never be the best possible gateway: we do not need IGP rounding. Thus, if the network
is biconnected and the second best gateway is independent of the best gateway, we only
need to memorize the best and second best gateway to create a 1OP set.

In practice, this optimization can be implemented as a quick dependency test ensuring
that the path to the second best gateway does not contain the best gateway. If it does
not, the set is 1OP. If it does, the set needs to use IGP rounding.

This optimization allows to reduce the size of 1OP sets, which comes into play re-
garding the complexity of updating the best gateway upon and internal failure. As a
reminder, destinations may share the same 1OP set, so that updating this set immedi-
ately affects all the associated prefixes. This aspect, while not necessary to understand
OPTIC, is crucial in practice, as it allows to drastically reduce the complexity of the
process needed to be done upon changes in the topology.

4. Complexity and Simulations

4.1 Complexity Analysis

After a modification of the sets by the processing of BGP updates or a change in the IGP
distances, BGP needs to find the new best gateway for each destination. Fortunately,
since destination points towards shared 1OP sets, this can be achieved by looking for
the best gateway of each 1OP set. Therefore, the complexity of an update performed by
BGP scales with the number of 1OP sets that have to be gone through, as well as the
size of these sets. We will start by studying the number of 1OP sets that needs to be
gone through at worse and the resulting complexity, before having a closer look at the
impact of the size of the sets.

In practice, we expect the number of 1OP sets to be less than the number of desti-
nation prefixes. However, theoretically, the number of sets is limited by two factors: the
number of destinations prefixes and the number of border routers (or gateways). More
precisely, at worst, the number of 1OP sets is equal to the number of prefixes (i.e.,
each prefix has its own 1OP set), or the number of 1OP sets is equal to every possible
combination of gateways (i.e., the destination prefixes cover all the 1OP sets that can
be created given the topology).

Consequently, with N the number of 1OP sets, B the number of border routers and
P the number of prefixes, at worst N = min(P, 2B − 1).

Given the number of sets, we can now find an upper bound to the complexity K of
the search for the new best gateway for every 1OP set. We know that, if every 1OP set
contains every gateway, we need to go through B entries for each set. Thus, if P < 2B−1,
K < B × P and else, K < B × 2B − 1. This upper bound cannot be reached. Indeed,
each set containing every gateway would result in a single set containing all gateways,
shared by every destination. Consequently, to find the complexity of BGP at worst, we
need to find the biggest possible number of distinct 1OP sets.

At worst, each possible set containing one gateway exist, as well as each possible set
composed of two gateways, and so on until all sets containing B gateways. In other
words, every possible set of size i must be gone through, from i going from 1 to B. The
number of possible sets containing i gateways is equal to

(
B
i

)
. Each of these sets contains

i gateways, for a total of i×
(
B
i

)
look-ups. This run-through must, in turn, be done for
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every set, i.e., for i from 1 to B. Thus, if P > 2B − 1, the total complexity is equal to,
according to the binomial theorem:

B∑
i=0

(
B
i

)
× i =

B∑
i=1

B × (B−1)!
(i−1)!×(B−i)!

= B ×
B∑
i=1

(
B−1
i−1

)
= B ×

B−1∑
i=0

(
B−1
i

)
= B × 2B−1 (1)

If P < 2B−1, the number of operations will be slightly lesser than in the previous case.
However, as this case is still probable, it is interesting to formalize the complexity of the
solution nonetheless. Here, the worst possible case happens if each existing destination
prefix needs its own 1OP set, containing the highest possible number of border routers
, with all sets staying distinct. This is expressed by the following formula:

B∑
i=k

(
B
k

)
× k, where k is the largest integer such that

B∑
i=k

(
B
k

)
≥ P (2)

As seen, we can easily deterministically compute the number of sets in the worst
case. However, their size is subject to more complex interactions that depend on iBGP
topologies, route dissemination, policies and so on. In practice, the size of the sets plays
an important part in this complexity. While the size of the sets itself is one of the two
main factors of the complexity of an BGP update, it also impacts the actual number of
sets. Before explaining in more details the factors that influence the size of our sets, we
will explain how this size turns out to affect the total number of sets.

As mentioned, the sets are shared: consequently, if a new destination uses the same
set as another one, there is no need to create a new set. We will refer to this case as a
merging collision . The greater the chance of merging collisions, the higher the ratio
of destinations per 1OP sets, resulting in less 1OP sets and reduced complexity upon
update.

The chance of merging collisions directly depends on the theoretical maximum num-

ber of distinct 1OP sets that can be created, i.e., for B border routers,
B∑
i=1

(
B
i

)
. If this

combinatorial space decreases, the number of possible 1OP sets is reduced, resulting in
an increased chance of a merging collisions.

As an example, let us imagine a case were every gateway needs to be kept within
every one of our 1OP sets. We then have a total number of distinct set equal to

(
B
B

)
= 1,

resulting in only one possible set containing all the gateways, which would be shared by
all the destination prefixes. At the opposite side of the spectrum, if each sets contains
only a single gateway, we would create as many sets as there are gateways (

(
B
1

)
= B).

This number of possible sets peaks when each set contains B
2

gateways.
(
B
B
2

)
is indeed

the worst case for us, as it is at this value that BGP can create the greater number of
distinct 1OP sets. This relation is fairly intuitive. If we randomly pick a set of gateways
for our prefixes from a set of 20 gateways, we have a higher chance of picking several
times the same couple of gateways than picking the same 10-Tuple.

As a result, in order to maintain a lower number of set (i.e, complexity), we ideally
want the average size of our sets to tend towards 2 or B, to reduce the number of possible
sets and increase the chance of merging collisions. While we can assume that the average
set size would initially be B

2
, in practice, we can expect this mean to naturally be shifted

towards a lesser value.
Indeed, even though B

2
border routers in average might learn a route towards a

prefix, we are only interested in keeping the routes discriminated solely by they IGP
cost attribute. The more diverse the policies and previous attributes are, the slimmer
the chances of two routes being equal up until their IGP distance attribute becomes,
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resulting in smaller 1OP sets and an increased chance of merging collisions. We refer
to the diversity of BGP attributes as policy spreading area (ps). For example, a policy
spreading area of 10 means that the vector created by the BGP attributes of a route up
until the IGP cost can take 10 possible different values. Consequently, there is a chance
of 1

10
for two routes to be discriminated only by their IGP distances and to be kept within

the same 1OP set. We could thus expect the number of 1OP set to quickly decrease as the
policy spreading area increases. In summary, while the number of border routers learning
each destination is linked to the maximum theoretical amount of distinct 1OP sets, it is
the value of the policy spreading area which will allow to reduce the combinatorial space
further by filtering out routes.

In addition to the policy spreading, the size of 1OP sets is also reduced by the loss
of route knowledge occurring within iBGP topologies mentioned in section 2.3. While
some solutions allow for every router to know the full extent of routes learned towards
a destination, most architectures may suffer from this loss of information. Of course, in
order to maintain the 1OP property, we do not want our sets to be reduced too much.
But in a large enough network, we can assume that, even if the average size of a 1OP
sets is less than B

2
originally, these phenomenons would reduce the mean size without

endangering the 1OP property of the sets.
Given the policy spreading, we can predict a theoretical threshold of the number of

1OP sets. Indeed, for a policy spreading ps, and assuming that the attributes of the
routes are distributed evenly, we should theoretically have at most B

ps
routes tied at the

IGP cost attribute. Consequently, when enough destinations are considered, all possibles

distinct sets of size 2 to B
ps

can be created, translating to the formula:
B
ps∑
i=2

(
B
i

)
(3)

However, in practice, some sets containing more than B
ps

may be created. While
these sets should represent a small portion of the total number of 1OP sets, they may
have a strong impact on the complexity of BGP. Indeed, given the size and prevalence of
these outliers, the probability of a merging collision between them is low as the associated
combinatorial space is quite vast. Consequently, it is possible for each outliers to generate
a new distinct 1OP sets. The number of outliers is directly tied to the total number of
destinations, as more of them can appear if more destinations are considered. Therefore,
while formula (3) gives a fairly good approximation of the number of sets, estimating
precisely the complexity of BGP requires to take more parameters into account, such as
the number of prefixes, different distributions regarding the number of routers advertising
a route, non-uniform policy spreading distributions...

To this end, a simulation tool, LenSim2, was coded in python, allowing us to finely
tune a vast array of parameters in order to better assess the complexity of OPTIC.

4.2 Simulation Results

LenSim simulates how OPTIC would behave when run on a BGP speaker upon the
reception of various advertisements from its peers. Let B be the number of border
routers and ps the aforementioned policy spreading. For every destinations, LenSim will
randomly chose a number AR of Advertising Routers between 2 and B, representing the
number of border routers having learned and advertising the route. LenSim will then
generate a total of AR advertisements, that associated with a random number between
1 and ps to represent the BGP attributes of the route. We refer to this number as the
attractiveness of the route.

More precisely, the attractiveness of the route only represent its local-pref and as-path

2https://gitlab.unistra.fr/jrluttringer/lensim
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attribute. Therefore, If two routes r and r′ share the same attractiveness, r =
I
r′. Once

these advertisements are generated, they are processed as they would be processed by a
router running OPTIC. When all the destinations have been processed, the number of
resulting 1OP sets is extracted. LenSim allows us to tune the number of border routers,
the number of prefixes, the number of advertising routers, the policy spreading area as
well as the distribution of the randomly picked value, the number of advertising routers
and various other parameters. We will here only use uniform distributions and vary the
number of advertising routers.

LenSim does not take into account the internal topology information and cannot
thus simulate the construction of minimal 1OP sets. We will limit our study here to the
construction of 2R and 2R-optimized set (supposing gateway independence).

Our main goal is to study the impact of the policy spreading and the number of
advertising routers on BGP, as it is one of the main factor that might limit the number
of 1OP sets created by out solution.

We consider here 100 border routers and 800000 prefixes. To gradually reflect more
and more intricate policies and a broader spectrum of BGP attributes, we increase the
policy spreading area from 1 to 1024 following the powers of 2. Regarding the number of
advertising routers, we consider two different values. First, we will study the evolution
of the number of 1OP sets if each prefixes is learned by between 2 and 100 border routers
(2 ≤ AR ≤ 100). Second, we will study the number of 1OP sets if each prefixes is learned
by between 2 and B

5
routers (2 ≤ AR ≤ 20). The advertising routers for each prefix

are selected randomly from all the border routers. As the number of advertising routers
impacts the maximum possible number of distinct 1OP sets, we expect this value to have
a great incidence on the complexity of OPTIC. Finally, we compare our results to PIC,
when PIC creates the smallest sets possible, i.e., two gateways per sets. While this is
not the best case for PIC in terms of resiliency, it is the best in terms of complexity.
Furthermore, as most ISPs do not implement BGP multi-path policies, PIC would, most
of the time, only store the two best routes in its ECMP sets [6]. It is important to
note that we do not for OPTIC’s number of sets to be equal to PIC’s number of path
lists. Since OPTIC provide far more guarantees than PIC and is thus bound to be more
complex, we simply want to check if OPTIC’s number of sets is is the same magnitude
as PIC’s number of PLs. In addition, these simulation were favorable to PIC, given
that we assume that PIC only keeps the smallest number of route possible, while it is
disadvantageous to OPTIC, as the number of advertising routers is a lot higher than
what we would expect to see in practice. While the experiments were done 30 times in
order to extract a mean value with its associated confidence intervals, these latter are
not broad enough to appear on the resulting graphs.

Figure 19 illustrates the results of our simulations regarding the number of 1OP
sets. We use a double logarithmic scale to show our data. The top-most line in orange
represents the number of entries in a flat FIB, which is always equal to the number of
prefixes. Next, the blue lines with round markers show the number of 1OP sets created
by OPTIC when the number of advertising routers is between 2 and 20 for each route.
The red and pink lines with square markers show the number of 1OP sets created by
OPTIC the number of advertising routers is between 2 and 100 for each route. Finally,
the black line shows the number of BGP PLs created by PIC, if PIC only keeps the two
best gateways, while the dashed grey line shows the theoretical approximation given by
formula (3). These numbers are given depending on the policy spreading area. Figure
20 illustrated the average size of 1OP sets for the same simulations.

From a global point of view, we can see that OPTIC, particularly its optimized vari-
ants, performs quite well, especially given the disadvantageous nature of the simulation.
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Indeed, while OPTIC’s number of sets seems high at first, it still manages to reach PIC’s
number of sets magnitude, or be equal to PIC’s number of sets for a high enough policy
spreading, even when we consider a situation highly favorable to PIC.

As mentioned, a higher policy spreading limits the chance of routes sharing the same
attractiveness, i.e, to be tied at the IGP cost rule. This in turns reduces the size of our
sets and the number of possible distinct sets. As can be seen on Figure 20, the size of
1OP sets decreases quickly, going from 50 (with 100 AR maximum ) and 10 (with 10
AR maximum) to 2 for a policy spreading of 128 and 32 respectively. We could expect
the number of distinct 1OP sets to reach its minimum once the policy spreading reaches
the average number of advertising routers. Indeed, since only AR

ps
gateways should, on

average, share the same best attractiveness, a policy spreading equal to the number of
AR lead to sets containing AR

AR
= 1 gateway, which we increase to 2 so that our set are

2R, giving
(
B
2

)
possible sets.

However, we can see that this minimum (about 5000 sets) is not reached until later,
for a policy spreading greater than 512 or greater than 1024 depending on the number
of advertising routers, meaning that some disruption causes the number of total distinct
1OP sets to be higher than expected. Indeed, While our theoretical prediction drops
quickly, reaching a number of sets equal to PIC for a policy spreading of 100, OPTIC
exhibits a far more gentle slope. However, one can see that the average size of 1OP sets
yet seems to have reached its minimum for ps = 100.

This strong difference from our theoretical approach comes from the bigger outlier
sets that are generated due to the random nature of our simulation. For 800000 prefixes,
about 7000 routes are still advertised by at least 3 border routers with an equal attrac-
tiveness. There are no merging collisions between these outliers: each of these prefixes
generates its own distinct 1OP set, explaining both the difference between OPTIC and
our theoretical approach as well as the slower than expected slope. However, optimized
2R sets bring the size of some of these outliers back to 2.

OPTIC, optimized or not, creates almost as many 2R sets as there are prefixes when
the policy spreading area is small. Indeed, as routes have a very high chance to share the
same attractiveness. Due to this, almost all the advertising routers have to be kept within
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the associated IGP rounded sets, resulting in large sets and thus a low chance of merging
collision. However, using optimized 2R sets allows OPTIC to reach an almost minimal
number of sets far more quickly (for a policy spreading of 256 and 1024 depending on the
number of advertising routers). As can be seen in Figure 19, this minimal value is only
reached by OPTIC when using optimized 2R. While both variants reach the minimal
possible average size of 1OP sets, the fact that unoptimized variants of OPTIC cannot
always allow a set to be reduced to two elements greatly increases the number of outliers.
Thanks to the gateway independence hypothesis, the optimized version of OPTIC can
filter some of these outliers, resulting in a reduced number of distinct 1OP sets.

While OPTIC does not manage to reach the complexity of PIC with B advertising
routers , this case is an extreme side of the spectrum; we can expect the other case,
i.e., B

5
advertising routers at most, to better reflect real-world scenarios. In the former

case, the number of sets generated by OPTIC is slightly higher than PIC’s for a policy
spreading of 256 (11192 for the optimized version and 50000 for PIC). However, in the
latter case, optimized variants of OPTIC manage to reach PIC’s complexity for a policy
spreading of 256 creating 5000 distinct set.

Even though OPTIC may not always reach the number of sets created by PIC, it is
important to note that the simulation is clearly not to OPTIC’s advantage, as we do not
benefit from the effects of iBGP topology, filters, polices, or realistic BGP attributes.
In particular, we can expect the number of advertising routers for each prefix to be far
lesser in practice, which would greatly improve OPTIC’s results. In practice, preliminary
tests on more realistic data tend to show that real-world parameters are indeed more
advantageous to OPTIC than the simulations done here. Besides, even though it is
slightly more complex, OPTIC, on the contrary to PIC, guarantees the protection of
each destination upon intra-domain failure, and quick re-convergence to the new optimal
path with no transitionnary states.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion

1. Contributions

In this thesis, we studied primarily the effect of intra-domain failures on BGP conver-
gence and inter-domain routing. After having studied the various protocols coming into
play during traffic forwarding, we studied the various existing mechanisms that allow
fast recovery upon failure. In particular, we studied PIC, using a personalized formal
model, and analyzed the current weak points of these methods. We have shown that,
depending on the topology, guaranteeing fast BGP recovery after an internal failure may
be complex, and guaranteeing an optimal fast recovery could be even more complicated
due to the delicate intricacy between inter and intra-domain routing protocols.

We then introduced several new constructions that, when used, allow to creates sets
of BGP NH that ensures quick and optimal recovery of BGP upon an intra-domain
failure. We showed how OPTIC constructs and maintains such a kind of sets upon the
reception of BGP updates. We then formally prove that the proposed constructs and
algorithms are correct. While we first relied on a fairly restrictive hypothesis to ease the
introduction of these new constructions and algorithms, we lifted this hypothesis later
on and proposed some optimizations to reduce the complexity of the operations that
OPTIC must run upon an intra-domain change or a BGP update. Finally, we conducted
a theoretical analysis on the complexity of OPTIC and ran several simulation to study
the complexity of OPTIC and analyze the impact of BGP policies on the complexity of
our solution. While OPTIC’s complexity is above the complexity of existing solutions,
we have shown that the main advantage of OPTIC is to guarantee an optimal quick
recovery of the transiting traffic upon an intra-domain failure. In addition, real-world
conditions might work to OPTIC’s advantage, and allows it to approach, if not be equal
to, the complexity of existing solutions.

2. Perspectives

Several options can be explored to extend OPTIC. Different ways to compute 1OP set
can be explored, to fully browse the spectrum of the compromise between the minimality
of the sets and their computation. These solutions could then be tested on real-world
data while taking into account the underlying iBGP topology. Indeed, while we know
that the iBGP policies and topology plays an important role in the creation of our
sets, we could not analyze this interaction further using real data. Of course, one of
the most interesting perspective is to actually implement OPTIC on a real router, or
a routing suite. Many optimizations could be done and challenges may arise when
considering a concrete implementation of our algorithms. One can also even imagine a
closer interaction between OPTIC and IGPs, in order to slightly modify, when viable,
the weight of some links to allow the use of optimized 1OP sets. Quite a lot of possible
tweaks and adjustments can be done to improve the implementation of OPTIC, as the use
and tuning of timers to destroy unused 1OP set depending on the frequency of failures,
the use of various optimized data structures to improve the update time of OPTIC or
improving the interactions between OPTIC and IPFRR mechanisms as well as Layer 2
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fast rerouting mechanisms.

To conclude on a more personal note, this thesis allowed me to become more familiar
with various complex and fascinating subjects. While the subject slightly deviated from
what we had in mind, to become a far more complex and theoretical subject than we
expected, this departure turned out to be a blessing in disguise. Indeed, the new problems
that arose were particularly fascinating and motivating. They allowed me to get a better
grasp on algorithmic, graph theory and combinatorics, which, being the cornerstones of
computer science and networking, I wish I was more familiar with. In addition, I gained
a deeper understanding of various technical subjects such as routing protocols and the
interactions between them, making this subject a very interesting traversal of a wide and
varied array of compelling challenges.
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AppendixA Theorems, Lemmas,
Definitions and Properties

– Representation of BGP routes
We consider BGP routes r as a triplet (rd, rg, ra) with rd the destination, rg the
gateway (or BGP NH), and ra the attributes of the route. We simplify ra as
(Local-pref, AS-path, IGP cost, Tie-break), or (LP,AS,I,TB).

– Personalized Operators
≺,≻ and = are operators used to lexicographically compare two vectors. ≺x ,≻x

and =x are used to lexicographically compare two vectors up until the xth element
(not included).

– Definition 1 (1-Optimal-Protecting (1OP) Sets)
A set containing, for each destination prefix, the best gateway before internal failure
and all the possible best gateways after any internal failure.

– Definition 2 (Minimal 1OP Sets)
A set containing, for each destination prefix, the best gateway before internal failure
and all the possible best gateways after any internal failure, but no other gateway.
Non minimal 1OP sets are referred to as relaxed 1OP sets.

– Definition 3 (IGP rounded sets)
A set containing a BGP NH b and all the BGP NHs b′ that share the same BGP
attributes up until their IGP distances I (∀b′, b =

I
b′).

– Lemma 1 (Order persistence upon internal failure)
The order given by the operators ≺

I
, =

I
and ≻

I
is not affected by an intra-domain

failure.

– Definition 4 (2-Rounded (2R) sets)
A set composed of the two best IGP rounded sets, or only the best IGP rounded
set if it contains at least two gateways.

– Theorem 1 (2R sets property)
2R sets are 1OP if the network is biconnected.

– Property 1 (2R UPDATE persistence)
OPTIC maintains or creates 2R sets upon the reception of a BGP UPDATE message

– Property 2 (2R WITHDRAW persistence)
OPTIC maintains or creates 2R sets upon the reception of a BGP WITHDRAW
messages

– Theorem 2 (2R OPTIC)
OPTIC creates and maintains 2R sets

– Definition 5 (P-Rounded sets)
The union of P rounded sets, containing at least p gateways, where p is the number
of gateways needed to ensure the protection of the destination d.
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AppendixB OPTIC and FRR
mechanisms

LAG LFA OPTIC BGP	Control	Plane

MAC IP BGP

Optimal	backup	route

time

Figure 21: OPTIC with others FRR mechanisms

OPTIC can be seen at the end of the spectrum of FRR mechanism that allow
quick recovery upon intra-domain failure. Indeed, an intra-domain failure may not
change the IGP distance towards the gateways in a significant way, i.e., the best
gateway towards the destination rd might not change depending on the failure.

In this case, finding the new intra-domain route towards the best gateway is enough:
there is no need to wait for OPTIC to converge to ensure the optimality of the
transiting traffic. Thus, ensure the protection and optimality of the transiting
traffic can be seen as an incremental process, as shown by Figure 21. If LAG, at
the layer 2, is enough to restore the connectivity in an optimal fashion, updating
OPTIC (if needed) can be done in the background at a further point. The same
reasoning can be done if an LFA or similar Layer FRR mechanism allows for an
optimal recovery. If quicker, simpler methods failed to restore the optimality of
the connectivity of the transiting traffic, OPTIC must be used. However, since we
showed that OPTIC is always able to find the new best route quickly, there is no
need to wait for BGP to converge naturally before ensure that the transiting traffic
is following the optimal route again.
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BGP CP OPTIC LFA
ECMP
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Figure 22: Updating the HFIB with several FRR mechanisms

This incremental way of dealing with a failure can be seen as updating each level
of an HFIB, starting from the leaves and going to the roots, as shown in Figure 22.
Starting with the leaves (L function), while the optimality and protection are not
achieve, updating the level above quickly (thanks to the associated mechanisms)is
necessary. Once these conditions are reached, it is not as critical to update the
remaining levels.
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AppendixC Managing 1OP sets

Firstly, as mentioned in this thesis,1OP sets are shared across destinations to
achieve a better update time. Indeed, if several destinations share the same best
gateway as well as the same best gateways upon failure, there is no need to maintain
separate 1OP sets for these destinations.
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Figure 23: OPTIC shared 1OP sets

Therefore, we can imagine OPTIC maintaining a large structure G containing the
existing 1OP sets, illustrated as colored circles in Figure 23. Upon applying a hash
function on the computed 1OP set of a destination, we can check if the same 1OP
set was already created for another destination. For example, in Figure 23, the
application of an hash function on the 1OP set {r1g , r2g , ..., rkg} gives us #12K, which
can be seen as an index referencing a 1OP set in G. As the 1OP set composed of
these gateways was already created for ad, we do not need to recreate it. Instead,
we simply state that rd and ad points towards the same 1OP set, i.e., the blue 1OP
in the Figure. Upon changes, updating the blue 1OP will update the best gateway
for both rd and ad. This allow to ensure that the number of 1OP set will not be
larger than the number of destinations.
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Figure 24: Destroying sets while mitigating over-reactions

While creating and destroying sets may be costly, we can imagine a system where
these operations do not need to be done immediately, to ensure that the sets
that are destroyed are obsolete. Indeed, let us imagine a destination rd with its
associated 1OP set S4. Upon the reception of a withdraw message, one of the
gateway of S4 becomes unreachable. Let S1, the new 1OP set of rd, be an already
existing 1OP set. Thus, we make rd point toward S1 and we destroy S4. If
the failure was temporary and the gateway becomes reachable again, we need to
recreate S4. To prevent these over-reactions, we can associate a timer to unused
sets (i.e., set towards which no destination point), and destroy the sets whose
timers are expired when the additional workload does not prevent the router from
handling traffic. This is shown by Figure 24. The sets are considered as expired
if they are inactive for more than tmax seconds. The sets that have been inactive
for a lesser period are kept in case they become active again. The expired set
can be destroyed periodically by a garbage collector-type of mechanism when the
workload of the router allows it.
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AppendixD OPTIC States Diagram
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Figure 25: Viable sets for OPTIC. Each of these sets show one of the possible decompo-
sition of 2R set in one or two distinct IGP rounded sets.

While OPTIC’s proofs were formals, we can understand OPTIC at a more high-level
perspective to get a better intuition regarding its inner workings. To better understand
OPTIC, it is useful to imagine Sg(rd) (the 1OP set of gateways) as a union of subsets
G1,G2, such that G1 and G2 are composed of 1 to n gateways each. The definition of 2R
sets allows us to list explicitly the type of couples of subsets (G1,G2) that creates 2R
sets. Indeed, as explained during the description of 2R sets, only a few types of couples
can result from this description. These couples are illustrated in Figure 25. We will
represent these subsets as a couple of integers representing the cardinal of their subset
G1 and G2.

– (m, 0): |G1| = m and G2 = ∅ with m ≥ 2 (one IGP rounded set containing at least
two elements).

– (1, n): |G1| = 1 and |G2| = n with n ≥ 2 : G1 contains the best route. If this route
fails, since we do not predict how the failure will affect the IGP cost attribute
of back up routes, G2 is IGP rounded. We have the two best IGP rounded sets.

– (1, 1) |G1| = 1 and |G2| = 1: G1 contains the best route. There is no two back up
routes r1 and r2 such that r1 =

I
r2, thus G2 does not need to contain more that 1

route, as an intra-domain failure would not change this equality. We have the two
best IGP rounded sets.

Since these states respect the definition of 2R sets, we want OPTIC to transition
between these states. We will later refer to those couples as viable states. When we refer
to Sg(rd) as being IGP rounded, we refer to the (m, 0) state.

Note that the viable state (1, 1) is a sub-case of (1, n) where n = 1. In other terms,
G2 is also an IGP rounded subset containing only one element. The main purpose of
displaying this state was to showcase the fact that an IGP rounded subset can contain
only one element. However, to simplify the following explanation, we will merge these
two states. We are thus left with only two viable states: (1, n) and (m, 0), with n ≥ 1
and m ≥ 2.

We can now look back at the Listing 4.1, and showcase how we ensure that our
algorithm indeed transitions between viable states. The comments in the code are again
going to be used as labels to link the transitions between sets and the explanations to
the corresponding parts of our algorithm. We will list all the transitions that may occur
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in OPTIC. We will see that upon a modification, OPTIC always brings the 2R set back
to one of the viable state, which are 2R by construction, upon the processing of a route
r.

– If r is non-optimal, and two gateways are already stored in G, we are either in
the (m, 0) or (1, n) state. If we were to add r to our set, (in the underlined subset),
due to the fact that r is worst than the existing routes, these states would become
(m, 1), or (1, n, 1). As no state are 2R (viable), we put r, the worst route, aside in
Sw, to get back to the viable states (m, 0) or (1, n).

– If r is the new absolute best route, we can be in all possible cases evoked
above. After adding r, our subsets become (1,m) or (1, 1, n). We can see that in
the first case (i.e., when G is IGP rounded), we can simply add the new route and
still be in a viable state, while in the other case, we should only keep the two best
routes to get back to a viable type of set, i.e. (1, 1). These choices can be seen in
the Listing.

– If G is IGP rounded, and r is neither worse than the current worst route nor is it
better than the current best route, by adding r to our set, we will move from (m, 0)
to (m, 0), which remains a viable state: we can add the new route (equivalent
route).

– The remaining case is that r ≺
I
rmax and the set is not IGP rounded. It is useful

to decompose this, as in the Listing, in two subcases r ≺
I
rmax and r =

I
rmax.

In the former case, since G is not IGP rounded, the only possible state left at this
point of the algorithm is (1, n), resulting in (1, 1, n) after adding the new route.
We thus need to keep the two best routes to stay in a viable state (1, 1).

In the later subcase, the only possible state is (1, n). After adding the new route,
this state becomes (1, n), meaning that we can add the new route while keeping
our set in a viable state.

We can show, in the same fashion, that Listing 4.2 also allows OPTIC to go between
viable sets. We ignore the Nothing to be done case, as the route being withdrawn
was not used by OPTIC to begin with.

– In the Still 2R case, we either stay in the (1,m) or (m, 0) states or go from
(1,m) to (m, 0), as we remove a route from a set that contained at least three
routes.

– In the Add necessary routes case, we go from the (1, 0) case to either (m, 0)
or (1, n).
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Figure 26: State transitions of OPTIC sets. This diagram shows the transition performed
by our algorithm from one viable state to another. While blue transitions only add routes,
green dashed transitions may also remove routes from our set. Each modification keeps
the set in a 2R state

To give a visual intuition of how our algorithm switches between these states, the
transitions were be summed up in the state diagram shown in Figure 26. The blue tran-
sitions are increasing, meaning that we add a new route to our set. The green dashed
transitions are reconfiguring : we discard routes from our set. Our proofs, we ensured
that the increasing transitions maintain an efficient 2R set by adding necessary routes,
while reconfiguring transitions main an efficient 2R set by adding necessary routes as
well as removing unnecessary routes. While we did not talk extensively about the (1, 0)
state, this state is only temporary and can exist only if a single gateway to a destination
d is known, i.e., when the routes are not sufficient to create 2R sets. We can see that
OPTIC goes between viable states that are 2R sets, and we showed thanks to Property
1 and 2 that the transition between these state maintains the 2R property, ensuring that
OPTIC creates 1OP sets.
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Glossary

1OP 1-Optimal-Protecting — A 1OP set ensure the protection of a destina-
tion upon failure and the optimality of the backup route used (Con-
tribution). 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
49, 57, 59

2R 2-Rounded — A 2R set is a 1OP set composed of the union
of the best IGP rounded set of routes, containing 2 routes at
least(Contribution). 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 45, 46,
57, 58, 59

AR Advertising Router — Router advertising an external destination to its
peers. 44

AS Autonomous System — A set of routers which are under the same
administrative authority. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24

ASBR Autonomous System Border Router — A router at the border of an
AS, which usually links the AS to a neighboring AS. 9

attractiveness Number representing the vector of BGP attributes of a BGP route.two
routes r and r′ sharethe same attractiveness if r =

I
r′. 44

BGP Border Gateway Protocol — The de facto inter-domain routing proto-
col. 2, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30,
31, 33, 34, 37, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 49

eBGP Exterior Border Gateway Protocol — A BGP mode used between dif-
ferent autonomous systems. 9, 11, 12, 22

ECMP Equal Cost Multi Path — A routing strategy allowing data to follow
multiple best paths having the same weight. 8, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29

FIB Forwarding Information Base — A table containing the resolved best
next-hops towards each destination. 5, 13, 15, 22, 23

FRR Fast ReRoute — Mechanisms allowing a quick recovery upon failure
thanks to precomputed routes. 7, 9, 29

HFIB Hierarchical Forwarding Information Base — A FIB that uses a hier-
archical architecture to greatly reduce its update time. 23, 24
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iBGP Interior Border Gateway Protocol — A BGP mode used to exchange
BGP routes between BGP speakers within the same AS.. 2, 9, 11, 15,
17, 49

IGP Interior Gateway Protocol — A routing protocol used within a domain.
2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 35,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 49, 57, 58

ISP Internet Service Provider — An actor that provides services for access-
ing the Internet. 2, 17

LFA Loop Free Alternate — A FRR mechanism allowing a node to use a
neighbor to reach a backup path upon failure. 8, 9

merging collisions Event referencing to two destinations having the same 1OP set, allow-
ing them to share said set. 43

NH Next Hop — The next optimal router a packet must go through to
reach a destination. 20, 23, 24, 29, 49

OPTIC Optimal Protection Technique for Intradomain Convergence — A
method that allows BGP to recover optimally from an intra-domain
failure (Contribution). 2, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 57, 58, 59

OSPF Open Shortest Path First — A Link-state routing protocol. 7

PIC Prefix Independent Convergence — A method allowing quicker BGP
recovery, independent from the number of prefixes stored. 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 29, 39, 45, 47, 49

PL Path List — A structure used by PIC to store ECMP routes. 24, 45

ps Policy Spreading — The diversity of the routing policies using. 44

R-BGP Resilient Border Gateway Protocol — A method allowing to isolate the
data from remote BGP failure. 17, 18

relaxed 1OP sets 1OP sets that are not minimal. 30

RIB Routing Information Base — A table that contains all the routes to
each available destination. 5, 11, 22, 24

RIP Routing Information Protocol —A distance-vector protocol. 6

RLFA Remote Loop Free Alternate — A LFA which is not a direct neighbor.
8, 9

SLA Service Level Agreements — A commitment between an ISP and a
client regarding quality of service. 2
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Nomenclature

α Intra-domain path. More precisely, αx is the best intra domain path
towards x. May also be used to reference the cost of the path

β Inter-domain related attributes of a BGP route’s vector of attribute

S Set containing three sets So, Sg, Sw. We use S(d) to refer to the set S
associated with the destination d.

Sg or G Set of gateways extracted from the routes within So. In particular, for
OPTIC, the set of routes that ensures optimality and protection.

So or O Set of tied optimal routes towards a destination. In particular, for OP-
TIC, the set of routes that ensures optimality and protection.

Sw or W Set of routes that are not optimal. These routes are kept in case optimal
routes are withdrawn.

≺,=,≻ Path comparison operators.

≺x ,=x ,≻x Lexicographical comparison up until the x element (not included). In
particular, we use ≺

I
,=

I
,≻

I
to compare BGP routes up until their IGP

distance (i.e., only taking into account the local-pref and the AS-path
attributes).

PORT (d) Function computing the outgoing interface for a destination. Composi-
tion of P (to get the prefix), G (to get the gateway), IH (to get the IGP
next hop), and L (to get the interface).

r BGP route, considered as a triplet (ra, rd, rg).

rbest Best BGP route within So.

rnd Second best BGP route within So.

rnew Newly received route.

rworst Worst BGP route within So.

ra Vector of attributes of a BGP routes, simplified to (local-pref, as-path,
IGP cost, tie-break), or (LP, AS, I, TB). Can be decomposed as (β ◦ α)

rd Destination of the BGP route r.

rg Gateway of the BGP route r.

max Last vector of a set when ordered lexicographically.

min First vector of a set when ordered lexicographically.
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